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EXPLORE THE UNIVERSE
WITH CARL ZEISS JENA PLANETARIUMS

C

arl Zeiss Jena planetarium projectors bring you
the universe with unmatched naturalness.
Images that are vivid , and presentations that are
true-to-nature. No matter which projector fits your
needs, you can be assured it is crafted with the skill
and quality that has made Zeiss Jena a trusted leader
in the planetarium industry .

........ The new ZKP3 SKYMASTEJl, designed for domes of 6 to 11 meters in
........ diomefer boosts a pin-poinlloser produced star mage. F()( the
user. thaI means brighter slars with superior definition. The com·
poet control panel incorproles the latest in electronics and sophISticated computer controls.

"The ease of operating the ZKP3 makes il wonderful to use.
Visiting planetarium direc tors have commented that it is
possibly the best sky they hove seen ."
-Robert Pilot
Pine-I?ichlnno HiOh School

Gibsonia, Pennsylvania
First U.S. installation of ZKP3

......... The ZMP SPACEMASTER is
......... a mid-size projector for
domes of 12.5m to
17.5m. Improved halogen
illumination presents a
brighter, more realistic
storry sky.
The Model M VIII UNIV ERSARIUM
is designed for 17.5m to 25m
domes. Features fiber optic
illumination for optimum
presentation of the universe.
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If you're replacing your star prOjector, or planning
a new facility, give us a call. Seiler can assist you
in coordinating your entire planetarium package
including domes, seating arrangements, auxiliary
projectors, lighting and elevators. Our trained staff
is available for technical aSSistance and service.
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The Forum der Technik serves as a modern cultural center and meeting place for science, nature, and technology. It is a natural
compliment to the reputable Deutsches
Museum here in the heart of Munich, and
since its opening on November 5th, 1992,
more than one and a half million visitors
have enjoyed its facilities. To date, the first
German Imax theater, offering a wide selection of films with showings hourly at least
twelve times per day, has become the biggest
attraction. Now playing for more than a
year, Blue Planet has continuously drawn the
largest crowds. The Forum der Technik
offers more than just an Imax theater, however. There are two floors with a total of
2,000 square meters of exhibit space; 16 com-

Stephen L. Rider is a
Specialist at Munich's
ium, Forum der Technik.
with the John Young PlaJnetaril11m
in Orlando (1985-89), he is "'" ....""........
1Y responsible for laser
ming, show production and
dinating special projects. A
graduate of the
Florida, where he studied
my and the history of SCience,
Steve's interests include computer
anima tion and astrophotograph y.
UJ\..LVAJl'U'

Thomas W. Kraupe was an astronomer and the Assistant Director at
Stuttgart's Carl-Zeiss-Planetarium
(1983-1993). In addition, he produced opening shows for several
planetariums (e.g., Augsburg, Kassel, Castellon (Spain), and Riyadh
(Saudi Arabia», After serving as
consultant for the Munich project, he became the Director of
this new planetarium.
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fortable conference rooms for 20 to 200 persons; plus two movie theaters with THXsound, 16-mm, 35-mm fUm and video projection for flexible use for all kinds of events by
institutions and companies interested in
using these outstanding combinations. The
opening of its new planetarium on

ogy of the "starbaH"
increase in the
8900 n,.",•• "" ....·+"",rl

PC control, we can demonstrate
the solar system from any pelrsp1ective
space and time. Addit:iOflallly
scales for horizontal and ga,laCtiC
nates, and the
for SN 1987A
the
curve,

... our function dictates that we
the planetarium as an educational
ties as a multi-media theater.
December 9th, 1993, has added yet another
attraction to complete the image of the
Forum. Here in the Forum, our function dictates that we go beyond the traditional use
of the planetarium as an educational tool
and explore its fun capabilities as a multimedia theater. In addition to our res1porlsitlll
ity for public education and school
we operate as a "for-profit" entertainment
center and corporate meeting
So that
we may successfully obtain our
facilities feature a wide variety of
est technology.

The Planetarium is a 20m dome with a
standard horizontal geometry and 275
redineable seats arranged in a chevron pattern directed towards the variable stage area.
In the geometrical center of the theater is the
new Zeiss Mark VII star projector, whose construction and fabrication was completed at
the Oberkochen and lena Zeiss factories in
mid-1993. The Model VII represents not
an impressive technological
for Zeiss
but is also a milestone in their cOll1ti:nuilng
history. The reunification of the two
Germanys has ended forty-five years of separation between Carl Zeiss Oberkochen and
Carl Zeiss Jena, and this is the first, and last,
projection machine the two Zeiss companies
have worked on together. No longer separate, Zeiss Germany will now offer the newer
Mark VIn and our
will remain a
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on which we record our six tracks
and one track of time code, The
further enhanced
the
accept standard MIDI interface eQl1ipme~nt,
.......'"' ...~,'"';"'.tT artists a direct interface
concerts. Our Studer CD-Recorder has
its usefulness many times over for
custom, audio CD-ROMS. These
used
for interactive shows,
and for
that
mix for live star shows.

slide trays. With
we can treat aU our Dr~[)iect.[)rs
effect units intiivichl.::iUlv

to IIflicker or flash", cross-fade, or overlay the
sets of pans and all-skies have given some
surprising and, almost, unbelievably powerful visual effects.

Video System
In combination with the slide system, we
enjoy an extensive video projection
system. Computer animations, video
sequences and live TV are available for
combination with other media during
our presentations. Video conferencing
is available via a 384-kbit connection
and has been an important element
when hosting corporations. The four
Sony VPH 1271/1251s, one high-definition Sony HD 2000, and a Barco 1100
projector with Faroudja line-doubler
(P AL/NTSC), can accept input from a
variety of different component sources
(2 Sony Betacam SP, CRV-Disk, 6 Laserdisk Players, Apple Quadra 840AV, etc.).
Thanks to Ken Mosley's ingenious
work, in a jOint project between Conic
Instruments and Sky-Skan, two of the
projectors located on the center island
have been mounted on bases which
can slew on the V-axis through more
than 90 degrees. Through cooperation
with Sony, special modifications to the
circuitry were performed for all of our
projectors to offer the important ability for "fading-to/from-black". Therefore, we can use video in a panoramic
scene and a few moments later, using
the same projector, we can have the
Galileo space probe slewing towards
the zenith. It's no wonder that the
slewing Sonys have become our video
"workhorses". Although we still experience some problems with the Barco
and its ability to fade and to come
online, we love its bright image despite
its large size and projection distance.
Further, it has proven very useful to
have an Apple Quadra 840AV with a
FAST VideoMachine as our own inhouse video editing studio. We can
record our own frame-by-frame animation, or re-record animation done by
Terence Murtagh and others, onto
component Betacam or CRV (PAL).

below the main dome to provide more space
in the gallery to allow easy servicing and to
insure controlled air-conditioning. The laserUght is, therefore, transferred to our four projectors via 6O-meter fiber optic cables. Two
of the projectors are mounted on Mitsubishi
robot arms, with five axes of freedom of

on the dome. The other two ...... 'ni"'.rt-''''' .. ~
located in the north and south
cover a fixed 120 dei~rel~s
equipped with special effects
(containing ten rotatable effects) and multifor fantastic
ple bounce mirror
beam effects. "Beam me up, Scotty!" takes

motion, located immediately east and west
of the Mark vn on the center island. These
can be elevated 2.8 meters and allow us to
use the entire dome as a projection surface
for animations, graphiCS or multiple beam
effects, and each can cover about 55 degrees

another meaning here, as the law allows for
low-power, scanned beams to be
projected into the audience. The effect is further enhanced by a fog system which enters
via the air-conditioning system from under
the seats and above the dome.
ani-

lobo laser System
Perhaps one of the most striking features of our dome is the laser animation system from Lobo, a small company
located near Oberkochen. Controlled by a
Lobo Lacon-3 Plus transputer, the tandem
argon and krypton laser light is sent through
a RGB color mixing unit to provide more
than 16,000,000 different shades of color. It
was decided to place the lasers two floors
6
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malions are calculated in real-time and
almost any
3D
hiddenline animation, or even multicolored beam
effect can be accessed or
into
our shows. For live interaction, we also use a
standard MIDI
and VR rl",~" .... ln'l<7'"
to manipulate the
and robotic arms,
As an
our astronomy shows have
benefited from the robotic arms
Lng us with a reliable
and labeler, and
allowing us to demonstrate, in
ter with the
different constellation
figures and boundaries other than those supplied with the Zeiss.
we would
have loved to receive a
and its
graphic ability, the Lobo laser system with
its controllable brightness and
fuUdome coverage has succeeded in giving us
the best of both worlds.

Overseeing and
aU of the
various elements is the
Automation
System from Sky-Skan.
capable of
running independently, here all .,n" ... .,."'.,
look to
for their cues, inc::lmdinl2"
Zeiss and Lobo computers which pelrform
their routines only after
By a
special interface,
is able to'select the
master time code
from eight different sources. Therefore, an entire show can
be pre-programmed or various modules can
be chosen and initiated interactively. Via
membrane-style buttons mounted in the
armrests of the seats, the audience can influence almost any system during the show by
this color-coded multiple choice system.
This opens many
from school
children
in, and directing, a solar system exploration, to an audience controlled laser show during a live performance. Additionally, audience surveys
allow us to taHor our shows to their interests
as well as allowing us to test the effectiveness
of this teaching medium. We have found
that children especially seem to
interactive shows like IILaserMagic" (which, we
believe, is the first interactive laser show in a
The children
a great
response when they are able to select the
music and animations
the push
buttons. We also discovered that the questions are even more
when pn~nt(~
in a humorous and entertaining form Even
some I4nonsense" questions work great with
audience and, when
are
a
mixed with our more serious questions, we
see that it keeps people attentive and responsive.

must

on."

Quite unusual for a plallletariulJo, but

Vol.

5et)ternbEer 1994

for our
the openi[n~
not deal with astronomy at all.
virtuwas the
as noted media
al

modem plane1tari:UITlS
the audience that is used to the trawhich are the norm here in Germany, may have mixed reactions to such
radical uses of the domed theater. This is an
to us as we have
rle>Y"'e:lI.,.'te-rl from such a traditional view and
our direction is dearly a fusion of methodolAs in
ogy from the States and
de fUSion, sometimes there are by·'pn::>dUlCts
which are not so benign, but as we continue
us a
into this new
the numbers
dearer picture of our success. After less than
five months of operation, we reached the
lOOOth show and attendance-over .... ,'.uu...,has been very good, although it has fluctuated quite dramatically.
Since our opening, a visitor has had the
choice between five different shows:
"Expedition to the Southern
of the Sun" (a show Dn)dl1Ce~
tion with Terence
Planetarium in Pit:tsl)UJ:~hl),
Universe" (a laser show feCilturilllg
music by Megabyte), and a
live Star Hour. In addition, we have offered
special poetry readings and topical programs
as wen as provided special
for
individual groups and corporations. Munich
of intense tourism
not Wishing to
any
visitor, we have addressed this situation
""tt,:>.,.i .." .. a few
of our nrinn:u'v
grams in .w£at"UO»,OA. DlCrnlonstrc:ltifllg
applications of video c011feirencinlg
tariums in the
we also pelrformled
live link with ESO and the NTT. Earlier this

ment may prove
meantime, we'll be
new shows

Mtllrta.gn, who we've
Iy with since before our op~entn~;
live Pink
laser show cmnrrlerrlOr'ltiJlg
the 25th
of the moon lanamg;
and some very
live concerts
mer's end. We welcome your correSP()ndence or, better yet, come see us and
dome in action! "This
as Jim
the op€:~nirlg
in conflict."

The authors would Uke to thank
fellow pla:Jrlet,lria:JlS
crucial for de!ag:l[l1fllg

John Mosley,
in Los CUA1::"V.l.\.,;),
was awarded the Service Award-the
honor from the lntenaaU.on:al
Planetarium Society (IPS). The Service Award
was
to Mr.
Florida. In the
year
the biennial
held in Cocoa
International Planetarium
nine others have received this award.
John Mosley has volunteered his skills and time to edit the org;anization
publication, The
for the
years. Under Mr. 1\110.",1&:10'17'
Executive Editor, The Planetarian has
in size while collsis:tenitly apt)eaJmg
time and under budget. It was the unanimous decision
the IPS council to
work by
the Service Award to him.
has some 500 members repres1entmg planetarIThe International Planetarium
ums all over the world. The
meets every other
This
coincided with the celebration of the launch of the fIrst astronauts
twenty-five years ago.
The Planetarian

Ilow

arrive in the thirteen ,..""'.u"""",."" ",,'ni""lrt>rl
i:n 1619. Since the
Afro-America:ns was \.un." ... "" .. ,
treated them as indentured C:P1l"'lJ~nt<1
hr." ..,o'"",.. the
of
est.ablished, and most colo:nies
leglsl€:lticln defill1ir1tg Afro-America:ns
and
rather than
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colonies, but i:n the northern
colonies slaves had litde economic
Moreover, two pr()mlimmt reJllglc)US
in those col~::mic:$,
During the era of slavery in the
a
song came into use along the AlabamaMississippi border that taught slaves how to
use the sky to navigate an escape route to
freedom in the North. The song is known as
liThe Drinking Gourd Song" or "Follow the
Drinking Gourd" The song helped slaves use
the Drinking Gourd, their name for the Big
Dipper, to traverse areas in the South until
they reached a point in the North where
they were met by a member of the Underground Railroad (Figure 1), a network of
northern whites and escaped slaves who
assisted slaves in getting to freedom.
The words of the song and the interpretation are as fonows:
When the sun comes back
And the first quail calls
Follow the Drinking Gourd
For the old man is awaiting to carry you
to freedom
If you foHow the Drinking Gourd
The song instructs slaves to begin the trip
north in winter. "When the sun comes back"
means winter and spring when the altitude
of the sun is higher each day at noon. Migratory quail winter in the southern U,S.A.
"Follow the Drinking Gourd" means walk
towards the Drinking Gourd liThe old man
who is awaiting for to carry you to freedom"
tens the slaves that they will eventually
make contact with a gUide or "conductor"
from the Underground Railroad.
The riverbank makes a very good road,
The dead trees will show you the way,
Left foot, peg foot, traveling on,
Follow the Drinking Gourd.
The second verse instructs the escapee to
travel north on a riverbank whose dead trees
bear the markings of a left foot and peg foot.
The river is the Tombigbee, which originates
in northeastern Mississippi, flows south
along the Mississippi-Alabama
and
empties into the Gulf of Mexico near
Mobile, Alabama.

8

The river ends between two hills
Follow the Drinking Gourd
There's another river on the other side
Follow the Drinking Gourd
The third verse instructs slaves to go north
over the hills to another river and to continue to travel north along the new river. This
river is the Tennessee, and it winds north
across Tennessee and Kentucky and flows
into the Ohio River.
When the great big river meets the little
river
Follow the drinking gourd
For the old man is awaiting for to carry
you to freedom
If you follow the Drinking Gourd
The final verse instructs the slaves to keep
going north across the Ohio River where
they will be by a guide on the north bank
(parks, 1928).
Chorus:
Follow the Drinking Gourd, follow the
Drinking Gourd
For the old man is awaiting to carry you
to freedom
If you follow the Drinking Gourd
The song is interesting
fessionals as a moving example of how the
sky has been used to navigate. The song
becomes even more
when one
realizes that it provides some strong dues to
one of the most secretive and m)rst€~ri()Us
chapters in American history-the operations of the Underground Railroad network
in the Deep South.
During the Age of Exploration that
with the voyages of Christopher Columbus,
Europeans had their first substantial contact
with other cultures, races, and religions. At
the time, however, they didn't realize that
they were encountering civilizations as comand
as their own. Most
Europeans regarded Afro-Americans as inferior, and the colonists carried these attitudes
to the Americas. The first Afro-Americans to
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in

route
North,

The South had an
eco:nomy
was labor-i:ntensive. The small DODuJlaUo:n
could not
the needed
ers. Landowners faced a severe, chro:nic
Sll()rtalge, and
took root.
From the
slaves fled the
went to Texas (which was
to
the United States until
bean and to the :northern states.
with ma.tgenol11s DeorHes

rescuers in Ohio were
1831, this group had extended its memberand activities aU across the TU\lrU,,,,rn
states and had become known as the U:nderRailroad Certain travel routes
used so tte~qm!fl tlly
lines: houses that were used to shelter
feed escalPing
the

tinued

up to the

War in 1861. l ..... irl"'l1l ...

tIed in the

Vol.

be~:i:rnl1irJlg

passed the Fugitive Slave Act This law made
it possible for slave hunters to enter north-

ern states and, without any form of due process, force any Afro-American merely suspected of being an escaped slave to go to the
South. This repressive act caused thousands
of Afro-Americans in the North to flee into
Canada, and the Railroad developed new
'1ines" to send "riders" into Canada (Franklin,
1965, Stampp, 1967, Amer. Hert. Hist. Mak.
Nat., 1987).
During the years it was active, the Underground Railroad was an exceptionally secret
organization. Mter the Civil War ended slavery, its members and ex-slaves began to talk
and write freely about the Railroad Its organization, activities, and, in many cases, even
its members in the North are well documented, but the Railroad's activities the in
South were never made public out of fear of
reprisals. To this day, there is little information about the southern operations, and
some people deny that the Railroad extend-

ed into the South. Just how closely these
secrets were held is illustrated by the
ence of H. B. Parks, the first to publish an
account of the Drfuking Gourd (parks, 1928).
Parks, a folklOrist, first heard the ''OlrinJl<inlg
Gourd Song" in North Carolina in 1912 (nearly SO years after the end of the Civil War),
when he aCCidentally overheard a Afro-

',,"Y.

The song is interesting to planetarium
example of how the sky has been
to
some strong clues to one of the most
chapters in American history-the operations
Railroad network ...
American singing it. When Parks questioned
the singer about the meaning of the song, he
was told that to explain it was bad luck. A
year later Parks aCcidentally heard a AfroAmerican singing it in Louisville, Kentucky,
and again was refused an explanation.

FIGURE 1

_ _ MAIN ROUTES OF UNDERGROUND RAILROAD
RIVER ROUTES, STATE BOUNDARIES,
RAilROAD ROUTES AND POPULATION DATA AS OF 1860
ALL DATA COMPILED FROM THE AMERICAN HERITAGE PICTORAL ATLAS OF AMERCIAN HISTORY
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Afro-American man in Texas
to DfOlvicle an eXlpla:na1ti0J1.
was
eXI)laI1.atllon was SUIIp!~~me~nt€~
of Park's relatives who had palticlpated
the Under'grcmnd ....,"'...u
In the
vide the extensive resources of
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and
Railroad members
Hon about the Railroad and travel
Hons. An
slave faced fm'mi.dalb!e
obstacles. The escapee had to be able

el alone and at night over strange terrain
(Kokhin 1993). AU slaves knew Polaris and
how use it as a guide, but they didn't know
enough geography to plan a route that
avoided difficult or impassable terrain. They
also had to know how and when to contact
the Railroad Members of the Railroad understood these obstacles wen, and there was an
intensive dialogue among northern members of the Railroad about how to transmit
the necessary information. People whose
occupations required travel in the South
were often recruited by the Railroad to contact slaves and pass along the needed instructions.
Just at the time the Railroad was in widespread operation and the number of successful escapes was increasing, it became more
difficult for slaves to escape. In 1831 a slave
named Nat Turner led a revolt. Revolts had
occurred for years, but the one led by Turner
was unusually large and prolonged. Slave
owners developed an intense fear that a successful revolt might be imminent, and they
took steps to reduce the chances of revolt or
escape. Slaves were kept isolated or given
misinformation about the North and the
Underground Railroad. It was not uncommon for slaves to be kept totally ignorant or
misinformed about geography. Often they
did not know the names of nearby towns or
other landmarks. Just how strongly slave
owners felt about keeping slaves ignorant of
geography is vividly illustrated by a statement by one of the overseers in the film version of Roots (Haley, 1974). 411 don't take to
nigga's off the plantation. This way
don't know which way is east, which way it
is to the west. Once they have figured where
someplace else is-next thing you know,
they'll know which way is the north."
Because most slaves were illiterate, they were
unable to use maps.

an
The song was transmitted to slaves
old sailor with a peg
named, apJ)ro]prt'lteIy enough, Peg Leg Joe. Working as an itinerant carpenter, he traveled from site to site,
teaching slaves the song (parks, 1928). Parks
found some tQdirect evidence that
Joe, the 41 0 1d man" in the song, last opera-ted
in 1859. Not surprisingly, nothing else is
known of Peg Leg Joe. He may well have
been one of those Railroad members recruited to carry travel instructions.
The markings on the trees distinguished
the Tombigbee from other rivers that run
north to south, and pOSSibly provided guidance on the overland route from the Tombigbee to the Tennessee (Reed, 1989). To
reach the Tombigbee, slaves from different
areas would have had to travel either east or
west. How did they know which way to go?
Did Peg Leg Joe provide regional instruction
on this pOint, and why was it not incorporated into the song?
The song instructs slaves to begin their
escape in the winter. There are two
reasons. During the planting, ~f()wiln~
harvesting months slaves who lived on
tations with large slave populations worked
in well organized groups in open fields from
sunrise to sunset. Keeping an accurate
worked
census was easy. In the winter
in small groups scattered
the
plantation or inside. Keeping an accurate
census was more difficult. An escapee, with
luck, could be gone for two to three days
before being missed
Most slaves, however, did not live on
tations, In the Deep South, nineteen percent
of all slaves lived on farms with fewer than
ten slaves. Another forty-seven
lived
on farms with ten to
slaves
(Kokhin, 1993). Most of these slaves could
not be gone more than a few hours without
being missed, so a winter escape seems to

"The Drinking Gourd Song" probably describes a travel route
oped by the Railroad in the South, It describes a route
reqUired planning, preparation. upkeep, and the participation
many people.
liThe Drinking Gourd Song" probably
describes a travel route developed by the
Railroad in the South. It describes a route
that required planning, preparation, upkeep,
and the participation of many people. The
markings on the trees (which were done in
charcoal or mud) along the Tombigbee must
have reqUired frequent maintenance, and a
gUide is promised at the Ohio River. It seems
likely the song came into existence sometime after 1840 when the Railroad had penetrated the South.

10

have had no particular value to them. But
there is another reason why the Railroad
might have specified a winter escape. The
explanation may be found in a formidable
obstacle-the Ohio River. The Ohio is too
wide and swift for most swimmers, and the
Underground Railroad struggled with the
problem of how to help slaves make the
crossing. Lookouts on the north bank
launched boats when they
but they
were not able to keep a constant patrol
along the entire river. Moreover, after the
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Rivers is
routes of the rivers added
the route. We know one slave tra'V'eIE~d
year from somewhere in Alabama
Ohio (Cosner,
and one
that most slaves
the
needed at least a year to reach
the
in
slave who
reach the Ohio at the best pmosmle
cr()SSing'-\'1{h{~n he could walk across.
It is not sUIprj,SITlg that the slaves
song to transmit travel instructions.
h"~'UHrht- a rich tradition of singil1lg
'U.i,nrlll .......

songsu~dthel~~uage

of fundamentalist Protestantism
mask the their true meaning,
Gourd
we do not know
was sung. The music was transcribed to
paper
carl Feher from ust€~njJlg
it. It is imlPosSibJle
the traJlscB:iption
sung as a
very much pn[)lcm~~ed
American folk music is .,i-..,nn,yh, .. h,,,th'1Tn';r
and
sung
Afro-Americans with a strong errlptlasiis
the
and beat of the song.
~rved other purposes in
Most
it
comfort
ed ease the monotony of replCtiltiollS
had other survival values. The
aOCCI)ted and trusted

slaves
was .........'h"'lhh7
than the sound of slaves
did not attract attention and SUS'picilon,
slaves sang cOIlstamtJly
attention to the words and never realized
were
a conversation.
the revolt
when the tensions
cords over
grew
the
song to communicate became
valuable. The sound
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the slave tradition of communication
song, that slaves created the song from
Leg Joe's instructions. Once it came into existence, he may wen have taught the song.
Slaves knew Polaris and its central role in
determining direction, It may have been the
only hard information they had for
ning an escape. They also knew how to find
the pointer stars to locate Polaris (Reed, 1989).
This information was considered so
tant it was taught to slave children as soon as
they were able to understand it Why, then,
does the song use the Drinking Gourd rather
than Polaris? This is probably an example of
masked language. The resemblance between
a dipper and many gourds is obvious. Slaves
would not have risked letting slave owners
know of their knowledge of astronomy, and
therefore would not have used a song that
openly mentioned the Dippers or Polaris. It
would be interesting to know if slaves outside Alabama and Mississippi referred to the
Big Dipper as a Drinking Gourd, and
knowledge of the song was widespread
among Afro-Americans after the Civil War.
The song is not designed to teach the
slaves astronomy; it uses the astronomy they
already knew. A brief allusion to the Drinking Gourd was all that was necessary to tell
an escapee what to look for in the sky. There
may have been other reasons as well Most of
the route was heavily forested, making it difficult to see one star. A part of the Gourd
would have been much easier to see. Furthermore, the escapees only had to maintain a
general course north. For that purpose, the
Gourd served as wen as Polaris.
Why does the song imply Peg Leg Joe is
the sole person responsible for this route?
The route had to seem to be the work of Peg
Joe alone. Almost certainly slaves would
have avoided it had they realized unknown
whites were involved Slaves had an intense
distrust of all whites, and it took enormous
effort to win their confidence and friendship
(Webber, 1978). Peg Leg Joe apparently could
do so even though he spent no more than a
week at any location (parks, 1928). How did
he win trust and confidence in such a short
time? One wishes we knew more about this
man, and how he interacted with the slaves.
Scholars have estimated that somewhere
between sixty thousand to one hundred
thousand slaves successfully fled the South
(Cosner, 1991, Stampp, 1967). We can
begin to imagine how many used the route
described in this song. It may have been a
very large number. According to the census
of 1860, the South had eight million inhabitants of which four million were slaves. Of
those four million, approXimately eight
hundred thousand, or twenty-two percent,
lived in Alabama and Mississippi (Kokhin,
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slave
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the Tomtlligl>ee River. It is no wonder
Railroad established this route. It served
popu]latlon, the rivers acted as natural
hhlrh~{av's. and the route terminated close
b~~inlninlg of several main lines in the
1).

own folklore and V'n",t-hnlr\CTu

demk astlronlollW"
Song" illustrates that
knew some observational astronomy and how to use
search through Afro-American tolks(m~
folklore, and written accounts
show very little awareness of the
related mythology. This seems im:Oflsis,terlt
with the rich
of the
the mythology that was UTI,""'''''''''''''''''£!
Africa. A closer examination of the
tions of
may account for its cUF.)cIIIl:t:,
Slaves were kidnapped from Mrica. J:<:nc1uring
an Atlantic
under wretched condifound themtions in which many died,
selves slaves in a land where ... ..,'....
I 4 " " L '. . .

from allover Africa, and who knew
language and culture of their own v .......'V.....
There were few with whom to share

ill,

survival as a slave.
Because of Polaris' central role in a successful escape, it became an emblem of freedom
to the slaves. The
Railroad
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famil y fleeing to freedom
lIThe Drinking Gourd Song." (There is a
of this
book, and the song is sung on that
The
book has been
acclaimed for its historical accuracy and its literary merits. The
illustrations, however, are
inaccurate
because
aU show the bottom of the
bowl of the Gourd
Readers might assume this is
!ion of the Gourd. Since then leThe
"-'.p:;
Gourd Song" has
in elem(~ntary
school social science texts and is
ied by American school children.
LJ'Jl.,.......
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We have now
the survey forms which Bill Gutsch sent to
useful information-thank you to those who took the trouble to send them
complain if the IPS is not
you what you want!
We cannot tackle all the issues
away, but we are
will be
and circulated next year, and the whole book will
cn.anl~es in the format to make
reference
town in bold and uppercase
and
the name of the
the
is
listed at the
of the page and at the ~~l111tl1nl,g
Sm~ge:5ti()nS such as more technical information to be
let me know.
Our next task is to revise the IPS Resources
Hons. We will start
lists held
EurotJean list. Resources include: resources for
scientific
manufacturers of pn)tectc)rs, seatIn.g,
"' ...... '+h.V1IIT that would be useful for a fellow plalne1tar].an.
some information about resources in your
the sooner we will be able to start work on
sooner you
We also
to reissue and
the IPS
demand If you have a favorite effect which you would like to make available
please let me have a
and information on how to make
graphics. The effects would be
available to members to use, and there would be no
but an
of the creator can be J.~~IU"';'.,lI.o.;;,
Some of you asked for a Portables manual. There is one
Lawrence Hall
and you can buy it from them at the
for about US
Another
was for the Planetarium Educator's
In fact, this
has
a transt'onnation;
Planetarium Activities for Schools and some other ~1"tt'
useful
from them are: Constellations
is the
Who Discovered
programs with related student activities.
A .. " .......,.AJU'h
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A revolution is taking
tarium field Its name is digital
its mediator is a Dutch software pa1cJ«lge
called DigiDome. DigiDome enables
tarians to create image mosaics of any
desired size as well as panoramas and all-skies
using multiple slide projectors. With
DigiDome, your creativity is no longer limited by the set-up of your projection system or
by the focal lengths of your lenses.
Dome gives you full control over every part
of the planetarium dome that is covered
at least one projector.
DigiDome could wen tum out to be the
universal solution to all
problems. You want a Saturn image three meters
across? Six meters? Ten meters? No problem,
as long as a correspondingly large part of
your dome is covered by slide projectors.
You want a seamless panorama that reaches
degrees
up to an altitude of thirty or
without misfits between neighboring slides?
Don't worry: DigiDome creates the partial
slide images for you, pixel by pixel, taking
the geometry of your dome and the
tioning of your slide projectors into account.
You can project slides on every part of your
dome, but you don't have a custom six-projector all-sky system? Forget about buying
one: with DigiDome, all-skies can be created
using any number of projectors.
The idea behind DigiDome was originally
developed at the Artis Planetarium in
Amsterdam, but the software is now commerCially distributed by Eyecon, a small software firm in Amersfoort, The Netherlands.
At the very heart of the program is a mathematical routine linking spherical coordinates on your dome to rectangular coordinates on your slide. Usually, the dome coordinates will be azimuth and altitude; the
slide coordinates can be expressed in any
desired resolution. Of course, DigiDome has
to know the exact position of the slide projector, as well as its pointing direction and
focal length.
For instance, using an image resolution of
1200 x SOO, DigiDome tells us that a point on
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a slide with coordinates x : : : 693 and y :::: 245,
when put in our
#6,
to
a point on the dome at 318.5
and 8.6
altitude.
on the dome at 114.S
and 83.2
altitude cmres'POIlds
S74 and y :::: S46 on a slide in Dfcliector
This kind of coordinate conversion may
seem
but it is
a first step

DigiDome
projectors.
towards a
new 'l..,.'''' .. r'., .... h in
planetarium imagery, as the follmvID.1!
pIe shows. In our DI,m€:~tal:iUlm
Earth', we wan ted to
image of our home .... 1 ~'n""t-_"O"fO""
across, at least. AH:hcm1!h
number of slide nfC:>iectc)fs.
images are no larger than some
4 meters,
due to the fixed focal
of the nrcliector
lenses. So should we
lens? No, JlJU~luvu.n:
We decided to
image as a mosaic of four
2 x 2 array of lULlLU«lLU
The photograph of the Earth was al~;iUd~ed
with a color scanner, and we told 1U'&'''''''-'''J....
where the image should appear on the
taTium dome: centered on an azimuth of 200
of altitude,
degrees, and covering 40
DigIDome knew
where every
part of the
appear on the dome.
Next,
started to create the four
partial images pixel by
on the slide, the
dome coordinates were computed, and the color for that
particular pixel was copied from the corresponding point in the
Earth
The end result of this number cn.lmclhinlg
process was a set of four UAU.LUClLU
and
distorted
sh()winQ" part of the
on film, the four slides,
A ....
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panorama available in
easy to convert it into a n~~htscape,
Taurus-Littrow hins uaIL"U.U~
bluish
of the fun Earth, A Cf(;IS!<;-lrnn'r

solar system or
are
rh,p~l',pr and
and within a
years, many commercial
Hbraries will
switch
to
no way
the
revolutionyou'!.l have to
it!
Since we first started
with
Dome, our prcJmlising ap"Df()ach attracted a
lot of attention from other pl'in4~tarhnns.
However, as it was, the software could not be
used in another
it was written
in a slow Basic
it would
work
with the projector setup of the Artis Planetarium, and it was very .""p,._nn,l',.JI""l1,rI
Stimulated by the enthusiastic responses of
other planetarians, we started
on a
completely new,
edition
of DigiDome. It was
with
Microsoft Visual Basic for Windows and
Borland Turbo
and it can now be used
in any planetarium, IDC:iW:1lnlg
DigIDome, you will need an
personal computer with 4 Mb RAM (or a
Macintosh PowerMac), MS-OOS 3.1 or
and Windows 3.x. The faster the computer,
the better-a mathematical co-processor is
highly recommended. The reason is that a
large number of calculations and file operations has to be carried out for every
pixel in your final
in that respect,
creating your
is like
fractals. But don't
while you are fast
Of course, before you can use 1U''l~LU''Vun..
crea te your own
images, you have to teU the program everything about your
projector setup. This is very easy,
since DigiDome prompts you
for all necessary inj:orm(iU~Jn,
such as the exact
of the
projector, the dome coordinates
of the center of the pr()Je,ctea
image, the focal length, etcetera
(see figure xx). If you have a
large number of
this
may take some time, but it has
to be done only once. Remember: DigiDome is useless without
knowing the exact details of
your projector setup!
At any time, the projector settings may be edited or calibrated
to get the best
and of
course you are able to delete
projectors or add new ones. An
your projector settings are saved
by DigiDome in a standard
Windows lNI-file. Thus, you create your own
copy of
DigiDome,
dedicated to
your
After
14

DIGIDOME.INI file,
in business. You
can now convert slide coordinates to dome
coordinates or vice versa, or transform
to any number of overtal
your dome geometry
into account. There are three distinct ways
to transform
(see
xx). The first
one is the standard
which creates
were
with a widelens from the center of your pI,metaI1lines on the . . . AJ'I"oA" . .U
are transformed to so-called great circles on the dome. The second is the panorama
vertical lines will coincide with
meridians, while each horizontal line will
end up with a constant altitude. The third
is the
mode, which enables
you to
any circular part of the
on the full surface of the dome.
To create your own digital
choose a source
(we use the
choose a transform
tell
Dome where the
should appear on the
dome
the
coordinates,
select the projectors you want to compute
set the resolution, and
you'd like to try a low reswith
output mode
set to 'screen',
to check that pu,"."uthiITHY
works out fine.
you set the resolution to
the desired
choose the 'disk' output
mode, and let the computer work for you.
It's hard to get a right feeling of how versatile
is. It does not depend in any
way on your projector setup or your dome
HJA.AAA'''-L/,

seamless painOiranl1C
for 'dusters' of pf()jectc.rs,
Dome will forever
about
with pi(:tUl:es,
you for the inevitable switch-over
to
For more information about .u'!;I:.AJLPVAU'i;:,
readers may reach the authors at fax
30-723403 or email ~o~V'el't@ast:ro.,u

of the interior of a Dutch cathedral
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little to no Jus1t1nlcatlon

of the

title is 5-5-2000. It was also here that I
Brace yourself. Another earth-destroying
learned that the book was issued under the
planetary alignment is coming, and we've
original title Ice, the Ultimate Disaster,
already received some calls.
'-.Ju,.lA •.n ...u .....~. which
From Armageddon through NostraRichard William Noone in 1982. Warning
away from the
mentally
sounded
and
were
alarms
were
damus, from Velikovsky to the Jupiter
doesn't seem to bother anyone, so
confirmed when I discovered that the book
Effect, many authors have predicted the
them. After all,
far efl()U2h
could be found in the occult section of the
destruction of the world as we know it.
away
to
not
cause
much
effect
anyway.
library along with the UFOs and Bigfoots.
Now, just when you thought it was safe,
What is
is not
-----------------behold: 5-5-2000.
that
another
do:>mSdaIV
predliction
Brace
yourself.
Another
earth-destroying
For those of us who suffered
through the planetary alignments of
planetary alignment is coming ...
the 1980s and who had to listen to all
those folk who never really seemed
worked out these aliJ~uneJrlts
Unfortunately (?), the book was out and
to understand that planetary alignments
occur on a regular and predictable pattern,
we are once again bracing ourselves for a
new onslaught of doomsayers. My first indication that something "new" was occurring
was several phone calls in a short period of
time asking about the end of the world in
May of the year 2000. Investigation has led
to some interesting information as to the
origin of this recent dooms day.
As most know, trying to get accurate
information from the general public can be
as easy as trying to give an astronomy lecture about the images by Voyager after the
slide projector bulb burns out. However,
finally someone at least remembered hearing it on television (almost an oxymoron).
It turns out that the "In Search Of' series is
in syndication and one episode dealt with
the destruction of the earth and mentioned
the May 2000 date as a future planetary
alignment that would possibly cause further destruction. Then an "informed"
patron called with the first hard fact a book
titled 5-5-2000 exists.
A quick check at the local bookstore gave
no immediate results because they searched
their computer for Five-Five-Two Thousand
and came up empty. Later, they were able
to locate it by its proper title and offered to
order a copy for $12.95 in paperback. I don't
know about you, but I have trouble springing money for something that is sure to be
a pain in the neck, so off to the library.
It was here that I learned that the proper
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eventually turned overdue, prc.balblv
to be seen again, which seems apl:)[o>[)riate
enough
This led me to the used bookstore in
hope of finding either title for a nominal
price. At least I had a due as to which sections to look in, which was an education in
its own. For example, I found such titles as
(and I'm not making these up) Space Aliens
Took Me To Their Planet and Never Strike a
Happy Medium I admit I had to read the second title twice before it sank in. However, I
came up empty handed
As luck would have it, I was able to catch
a rebroadcast of the "In Search Of'
and was then able to at least get first-hand
information on what this was all about.
The IItheory" is based on a tenuous chain of
events where any break in the link would
cause it to unravel, similar to other
tions such as the Jupiter Effect. The main
idea seems to be this: 1) the interior of the
earth will cool, causing the South Polar
to grow, 2) as the earth's interior continues
to cool, the core shrinks slightly, 3) as the
core shrinks, the earth's crust will be left
behind, subject to increased forces, 4) due to
the obliquity and precession of the earth,
the increased South Polar Cap will induce
more stress on the earth's crust, 5) when all
that is needed is some triggering mechanism to cause the earth's crust to succumb
to these forces, on May 5, 2(X)Q a planetary
alignment will do just that
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with a hand calculator ,............. ;........ formullas
and
back and
ali~~nlenlts of the IIJ'JlaJU'b,;I~;:;O.
course, if you had access to a pl;:me~tcu:·iw:n
you could sit in the dark and crank
annual motion and wait to see a1il~rnneJnts
occur.
I was also
sources I have come across. For ex;amlPilE.
this
is listed in the Gutmless
is: be aware that
made about the
2000
ment. So
out your old notes
Effect when you need to
some of the
about what
aU~~nnlen.ts mean to the future of the

we can all use.
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May 5, 2000: From left to right (east to west), the "naked eye" planets Mars, Saturn,Jupiter, the
from the moon to Venus they span 28 1/2°. In practice, only the moon and maybe Mars are visible in the evenml2
the morning. Mars and the moon are in Taurus and the others are in Aries, north of Cetus.
with

..~
OD

.... Mercury

.. .
..

May 17, 2000: The five planets and the sun (but not the moon) span the least distance-19lf.z"-two weeks later on
sun have moved into Taurus; the others remain in Aries. Jupiter and Venus are so dose (42 arcseconds!) that their ~un."h.n.I~
merge on this plot. The moon is full and directly opposite the sun and hence participates in the
lSO° from the sun.
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dar
was
statues
Moonstick calendar and the
....... '''.....~"'.Orl up at the front of the cave like One
Million E.G. Barbies. It wasn't until the third
that I
the Moon
in
of the Lunar baseball stadium
into the bowl of a crater!).
recommend the book for your
~H"~."'L<"'''''''U bookshelf. I think it'll
some new ideas for activities for your classes.
On the down
the book carries a steep
list
($13.95) for
48 pages. A~IV"~'~~
Macmillan win offer
discounts for
sales. I think it could be a
seUer.
A

books. Here

thcJuJ,!h1ts on some
and some
some of the

resources to
best from th(~ Dllblishers.
There are lots of new books that need
reading this season Contact me at Fernbank
if you're interested (PLEASE). Thanks to this
issue's loyal reviewers: Kevin Conod, Jim
Manning,
and Mark Rosauer.

The Moon and You,
and Robin Rector
Macmillan
New
York, NY, 1993, ISBN 0-02751142-1,
48 pages.
Reviewed by Kevin D. Conod,
etarium, Newark Museum,

Plan-

The team that
you the wonderful
Dipper and You has
children's book The
done it again with The Moon and You. The
authors introduce the moon with the
missions and then continue with some basic
facts about the moon: its size, climate and
surface
Detailed
of the
of the moon, o.:;UI!~,>o.:;':>J
as a calendar follow.
My favorite part of the book is an adaptation of the views of the Big
children of different cultures from The Big Dipper
and You. It shows how children of different
cultures see the "Man in the Moon"
on the face of the full moon. This guides the
reader into a
of what those mottled features
are: craters and maria (Le.
the Sea of
which leads us back
to where we started, the
program.
What really makes the book is the fabulous illustrations.
accurate and imagare also very
inative at the same time.
detailed. Like a good movie, the more times
you look at it, the more you see. For example, on the first reading I noticed the lunar
footprint on the last page has little cartoon
stars and moons on the treads, ""'TCft:,ctina
that space travel in the astronaut's society
so commonplace that Reebok makes children's moonboots. On the second
I
noticed that the prehistoric girl in the cal en-
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Space Probes to the Planets,
Robinson, Albert Whitman and
Morton
Grove, IL, 1993, ISBN 0-80757548-8,32 pages.
H"'_'-"~", Sudekum PlaneTennessee.

tarium

I realize that this book is intended for a
audience, but even
that into
COIlsidleratioJn, I still found it to be
in
substance.
The first
in the book is of the space
teleS(:OIJe and shuttle
Earth. The
text below talks about how space
travel to the
themselves. This is
mlsle'lilln$?;. Then there are several pages feaThe text
i,nTPTliip

Hons of aU the
discoveries, but it never
Toward the end the author describes how
on the surface
into outer space.
are
rH"hlr'hi .." , statement here is that orbiters
still
their "'''''·.... iCM'·h .. '<>.
For me the best page was the last page; not
because it was last but because it had
neatest information. IdHow do space
, IIHow do space
get to the
''know'' what to do?", and "How do scientists
get the
back from space
are
but wonderthree questions that are
answered right at the end
I think that young students are fascinated
by the
of space
and
space probes are no
If the author
had highlighted the probes and mentioned
their
work at each of the
I believe that it would have been a much
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521-32688-5.

If you have ever wondered
of the zodiac LU.U;)lCU':AU~"'H"'j

astrolab(~s,

earth every half period pr<)(H1Clng
measured blueshifts and redshifts.

Schools
Planetarium
Moores Mill Rd.
21014

schapman@umd5.umd.edu

The

of

l.Students will plot a light curve for a variable star simulation in the pHme~taI'lmn
and from this discover the
nature of the curve obtained
ZStudents will determine the orbital period
of an eclipsing binary from their
tarium simulation
3.Students will analyze simulated stellar
spectra of the binary system to determine
orbital velocities through the measurement of Doppler shifts.
4Students will determine the circumference
and radius of the stellar orbit from their
obtained orbital velocities and orbital
period
5.Students will calculate the mass of the
binary star system using
third
law.

Before the date of the planet:ari1um

Materials:
Introduction:
The darkened environment of the planetarium is an excellent teaching tool for the
simulation of a variable star special-effect. In
this planetarium laboratory activity, students observe a variable star over a simulated
time period of about a month. As they
observe the star, they plot its apparent magnitude on a graph which they determine
through the direct comparison of nearby
"standard" stars. After the simulation, students connect the points to find that their
"light curve" is characteristic of a classic
eclipsing binary of the Algol type. Using the
graph they have plotted,
obtain the
period of orbital revolution in days. Then,
when provided with simulated spectra of the
variable star system, they obtain the star's
orbital velocity through the measurement of
Doppler shifts. From the orbital velocity and
the period of revolution, the radius of the
orbit is obtained. Using obtained values for
the radius and sidereal orbital period,
Kepler's third law is then used to determine
the mass of the binary star system. Of course
several assumptions are made in this determination which would probably never hold
completely true in nature. First, we are
assuming that the orbit of the binary star
system is exactly coplanar with that of the
earth's (an orbital inclination of zero).
Secondly, we are assuming that the orbit is
circular, so that the value needed in Kepler's
equation, the semimajor axis, A, is eqUivalent
to the radius, R, of the orbit. Finally, we are
assuming that one of the two stars is motionless in the center of this circular orbit, with
the other moving toward and away from the
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You will need a method in which to simulate a variable star. This can easily be done
with a single slide projector, a "dot"
and
a variable power supply to the
(Friedman, 1975). A copy of the .... Ir~:h"''''t
The Mass ofa Binary Star System, a
a calculator are the minimmn req[Wf'emlenlts.
With these materials, the Jab can be successfuHy implemented even in a
Starlab.
Optionally, you will need to select several slides from your slide bank which illustrate various light curves observed in variable stars, stellar spectra of hot and cool stars,
Doppler shifts in spectra, and the spectrum
of a spectroscopic binary with spectra of two
stars of differing surface temperature superimposed. An excellent source for slides of all
types of stellar spectra are is listed below. You
will also need some slides (or some sort of
special effect projector) which illustrates
binary star system, where one of the two
stars is a larger cooler star (reddish, orange, or
yellow), while the other is blue or white in
color and somewhat smaller in diameter. We
use an ordinary slew projector with a slide of
a 41 red giant" moving from right to left as if it
is circling in front and back of a blue-white
star remaining stationary from another
carousel projector. The blue-white star is
turned off long enough for the
to
occur every time the slewing star moves
from left to right (as would be the case in a
prograde orbit, assuming north is up). We
illustrated several of the concepts needed to
teach this lab in the planetarium by composing a IlsIide show"
the
presentations program WordPerfect Presentations 5.0
for DOS. Then, using Ectochrome 100 film
7".,...
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extended to aU orlhitllno
mom teachers to describe how
limit of the mass of a stellar
obtained in solar mass units if
the senUITla)C>r
are eXJ)ressed
years

The minimum amount
is one 55-minute lalJor<:ltOlry
with about twenty minutes pn~pllanetanum
prepar,aticlTI and another 20 milnut,es
rPrIU1irpn

return to the classroom.
could nrd'1lVlll1lf'

"-'p ........' u .. u

for students in

many readers will ll ......vj!'JJ' ......'''-I
tive
and can
a
tealcnmg strategy even on the
Such a strategy
close
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monitoring of the progress of each member
of a cooperative group to be effective. Each
member of the cooperative group recieves
the same exam grade.

Cross Curricular Connections:
Mathematics, Physics, General Astronomy

Science Thinking Skills:
Observing, judging, predicting, hypothesizing, inferring, sequencing, interpreting,
integrating.

Planetarium Presentation:
In preparing for the class, place your
IIdot" slide in the projector and display the
"dot" image of a variable star on the dome in
a position where the students will be able to
see it comfortably. Then, adjust your heading so that the southern meridian passes
through somewhere near your projected
"star". Run the daily motion motor until the
sidereal time is approximately thirteen
hours and ten minutes. Adjust the latitude
motor southward until you see the Southern
Cross and Alpha and Beta Centauri in the
same vicinity on the dome as your I#variable" star. It works best if the "variable" star
is positioned exactly between beta Centauri
and Beta Crucis. Make any adjustments necessary to the starfield so that the "variable"
star can be easily compared with the stars of
the Southern Cross and Alpha and Beta
Centauri. The apparent magnitudes of the
stars in these constellations will be used as
"standard stars" for direct visual magnitude
comparison.
As students' eyes are becoming darkadapted, use slides from your slide bank to
illustrate the facts that stars look like points
of light when seen through telescopes and
that many stars exist in stellar systems of
two or more stars in orbit around each other.
Explain to students that they will be joining
an astronomical research team in the country of Peru for the next few months. If you
have an observatory panorama scene, this
would be a good place to use it! If possible,
use a single slide projector to project a circle
to represent a telescopiC "field of view"
around the stars of the Southern Cross and
Alpha/Beta Centauri. Ask the students to
study the starfield carefully. Then, explain
that you will be having them observe the
same starfield for several nights in a row.
Raise the blue coves (day) and lower them
(night) about five or six times. Each time
IInight" descends, project your "variable" star
at a differing brightness. Repeat this process
as many times as is necessary until the uvariable" star is discovered by members of the
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class. Explain to the class that they have discovered a variable star. Explain what a variable star is and have them compare their
variable star with those of known apparent
magnitude. For this simulation we suggest
you assign the following apparent magnitudes: Alpha Centaur! (3.0), Beta Centauri
(3.5), Beta Crucis (4.0), Gamma Crucis (4.5),
Delta Crucis (5.0), and Epsilon Crucis (5.5). If
poSSible, project a single slide of this starfield
with those apparent magnitude numbers
next to the appropriate stars nearby on the
dome. (Such a slide is included in the
WordPerfect Presentations slide show available in the public domain metioned above).
The strategy now is to simulate a period
of at least a little more than a month, projecting your variable star at a differing
brightness for each observation. When students have completed their obselVation, and
have drawn their "light curve", they should
be able to identify both shallow minima (at
simulated apparent magnitude 4.0) and deep
minima (at simulated magnitude 5.5). The
period between successive minima should be
twelve days. We pretend that each observation occurs every two days, except for three
days in a row including days 6,7, and 8. A suggested sequence is (day =0, apparent
tude = +15), (2, 15), (4, 4.0), (6, 35), (/, 35), (8,
35), (to, 55), (12, 35), (14, 35), (16, 4.0), (18, 3.5),
(20, 3.5), (22, 5.5), (24, 3.5), (26, 3.5), (28, 4.0),
(30, 35), (32, 35), (34, 55), (36, 3.5). To simulate

a more realistic observation and to enable
your students to develop the scientific
"habits of mind" during their data reduction,
scatter some "cloud dates" in your sequence.
(Here is a good place to use your special
effect cloud projector!) If you elect to make
several observations unavailable because of
"clouds", be sure to include both days '/4",
and "7" (since spectra will be available for
those dates) and at least one sequence where
five or more observations in a row are possible which include both a shallow and deep
minimum. After data has been collected
the class, raise the lights and ask them to
connect their points with a smooth curve.
Display a few slides from your slide bank
which illustrate several variations of "light
curves", Include light curves for cepheids,
irregulars, eclipsing binaries, and novae or
supernovae. Students should be able to readily identify the curve they obtained as that of
an eclipsing binary.
Now you will need to provide your students with the evidence from the analysis of
stellar spectra which enables astronomers to
postulate the "eclipsing binary" hypothesis.
Using slides if possible, distinguish for the
class between visual binaries (example: SIrius
A and B) and spectroscopic binaries (ex:
Algol). Use slides to show students the spec-
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trum of a hot white star
out Balmer
hydrogen) and a cooler reddish star
out ionized or neutral calcium). Then show a
slide of two stellar spectra SUiJerilmlPosied.
(Ignore the effect of the distinction between
luminosity classes in your
displaya slide of the
from such a
binary star pair which
a redshift or blueshift indicating the star's recession or approach to the earth. Crossfade the
Doppler shifted spectra several times with
the neutral or blueshifted
and with
the pointer
out the
shift.
Explain how the Doppler shift observed can
be quantified by comparing it to a direct
standard wavelength. Again, we have included the slides needed to illustrate this effect in
our WordPerfect Presentations slide show
slide show which is available to the reader.

From this point forward, the remainder
of the exercise can be completed in the
etari urn, in the classroom the next
or
even in an outside of class group research
aSSignment. What follows below, is for the
planetarian and/or the dassroom teacher.
On the worksheet, students will find a
hypothetical spectrum of the variable star
on day 4 and day 7. The standard »V";C'-UCUI
line for comparison is one of ionized calcium located at 3934 Angstroms. On
4, at
the time of shallow minimum, spectra are
superimposed and no Doppler shift is
observed. On day 7, the reddish star is mova
ing away from the earth as evidenced
red-shifted line of ionized calcium. Ask students to measure the redshift to the nearest
tenth of a mHlimeter with a metric rule.
Using the scale provided, have them convert
this millimeter measurement to An2stlfO[J[lS
by
the scale of 22.2 mm :: 10.0
Angstroms. Careful measurement and observation should reveal a redshift of 4.0 mm
which corresponds to a Doppler redshift of
+1.8 Angstroms. At this juncture, students
have all the data needed to calculate the
mass of the binary star system. Devellldiln2:
on the class and the nature of your students,
you might wish to let them
the
rest on their own or you may wish to provide the second page of the
as
each step is clearly defined for the student
First, the Doppler equation is used to
determine the orbital velocity. Units for the
speed of Ught, c, should be provided in astronomical units per year, rather than the traditional kilometers per second. The
of
light, c, expressed in this manner is
AU/yr.
these values into the
Doppler equation, one obtains an orbital
velOcity, VOf of 28.83 AU/yr.
this result by 36525 days/yr, one obtains an
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HARFORD COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS PLANETARIUMS
THE MASS OF A BINARY STAR SYSTEM

Variable Star Ught Curve
A
P
P
A
R
E
N
E
N
T

M
A

2.5

G

3 .. 0

N
I
T
U
D
E

Vc riabh Ligh Cun e#l

3 .. 5
4 .. 0
4 .. 5
5 .. 0
5.5

10

30

20

TIME (DAYS)
1.

Connect the points on your graph with a smooth curve. Cite evidence from an astronomy text or other
source which supports the proposition that the variable star is an "eclipsing binary" pair. Distinguish
between visual and spectroscopic eclipsing binaries.

2.

Determine the period of revolution in days of your binary pair from your graph. Convert the result to
years by dividing by 365.25 days per year.
p = ________ days

3.

DAY

P = _______ years

Using the high dispersion spectra below, measure the doppler redshift the nearest tenth of a
millimeter. The comparison spectrum is one of ionized Calcium located at 3934 Angstroms. Convert
millimeters to Angstroms. (Scale: 22.2 mm = 10.0 A)
I
I

4=-1~L~IJJJ
I

I

-r-T---'-"--'J'-'-"'-"fJ1

DAY

7

~

____

3934

1_____.

JI1

4065
Starfield and Apparent Magnitudes

doppler shift

20

= ________ mm = ________ A
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4.

Assume that one star is stationary with the other orbiting in an orbit which is coplanar with the earthsun orbital plane. Using the doppler equation, determine the orbital velocity, v 0' of the orbiting star.

(c

~A)

x

A

Variable Light Curve #2

given that:

A=

c = 6.3 x 10 4 a u/ yr (speed of light)
1::..)" = Your measured doppler shift in Angstroms, from # 3.
3934 Angstroms, value for a standard Calcium line

Vo

5.

= _____________

= ____________

au/day

The mass of the binary star pair can be calculated using Kepler's third law if the orbit's semimajor axis,
A, and its sidereal period, P, are known. If the units for A are astronomical units (au) and the units for
P are in years, then the mass of the orbiting star pair in solar mass units is gi ven by:

Mass

6.

C

au/year

of binary

system

=

Calculate the mass of your binary system. To do this, assume that the orbit is circular. Therefore, the
semimajor axis, A, will be equivalent to a radius, r. The radius of a circle can be determined if its
circumference is known. The circumference can be determined if the orbital velocity,v o' and the orbital
period, P, has been determined through observation. Below are some formulae you will find usefuL

= circumf erence

R

C
2n:

R = radius (equivalent to semimajor axis, A)

7.

Mass of your binary system: _____________ Solar Mass Units
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orbital velocity of 0.079 AYlday. Multiplying
this result by the orbital period of twelve
days gives a result of 0.947 AU for the circumference of the orbit. Dividing the circumference by 21& gives a result of 0.151 astronomical units for the orbital radius (which,
since we are assuming a circular orbit is
equivalent to the semimajor axis). When
these values are substituted into the formula
for Kepler's third law, a lower limit of mass
of 3.17 solar mass units is obtained for the
system.
You may wish to experiment with these
values by altering the length of the orbital
period or the amount of Doppler shift in
similar laboratory periods. This is a good
place to introduce the topiC of stellar masses
and mass-luminosity relationship to students. Students should also be aware that the
masses obtained using eclipsing binaries by

(Book R~ continued from page 17)
Sky and Telescope Observer's
Guides: Meteors, Neil Bone, Sky
Publishing Corp., Cambridge,
Massachusetts, USA, 1993, ISBN
0-933346-67-0.

Reviewed by Jim Manning, Taylor Planetarium, Museum of the Rockies, Bozeman,
Montana
If you're paying attention, life can be full
of little unexpected pleasures-like the sudden streak of a "shooting star" across a dear,
starry night. And if your interest in such
extends beyond the inevitable "ooh" or
"aah" then you may be interested in this
book.
Meteors is the first of a new series of
"Observer's Guides" put out by Sky Publishing "for amateur astronomers who wish to
explore the unending skies," according to
Lief Robinson, writing in the book's forward
The book itself is written by Neil Bone, director of the Meteor Section of the British Astronomical Society. It was a good choice; this
man knows his meteors.
The book is a clearly written and straightforward gUide to the phenomenon of meteors, liberally illustrated with charts, graphs,
diagrams, and black-and-white photos of
meteors, camera setups, comets and other
subjects. It's nicely organized into eight readable chapters. The introductory chapter provides astronomical background information,
from the accretionary formation of the solar
system, through comets and their orbits, to
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this method are only lower limits, since very
rarely will the orbital inclination be exactly
zero in the plane of the ecliptic.

References:
Friedman, Alan]., Participatory Planetarium

Shows, Planetarium Directors Handbook,
Spitz Space Systems (32), May-June 1975.
Describes one method for projecting a
variable star and having students obtain a
Hghtcurve.
Kaler, James B., Stars and Their Spectra,
Cambridge University Press, 1989 This is a
valuable book written in nontechnical
terms explaining everything a planetarian would ever need to know about stellar
spectra. For planetarians, its particularly
valuable asset is the set of 35 mm slides on
stellar spectra which are available with
the book. You can find this source listed

the evolution of meteor streams and their
eventual diffusion into the background
II zodiacal dust cloud." Chapter 2 discusses
how meteoroids become meteors in the
upper atmosphere, or meteorites on the
ground. Chapter 3 offers a fascinating brief
history of meteor studies, and Chapter 4
offers techniques and tips for naked-eye
observation-induding how to make scientifically useful observations and reports.
The meaty fifth chapter covers the meteor
observer's year, describing the circumstances
and performance of the major meteor showers, and includes narrative (especially on
how showers performed in the 80's over
Britain and from other locations including
Japan and the US), radiant charts, magnitude
distributions, and graphs of shower peaks.
The later chapters offer much helpful information about photographing meteors,
observing with more specialized means (telescope, binoculars, and radio-neither for the
impatient nor the faint-of-heart, but able to
provide useful knowledge about meteors),
and observing other things in the sky including comets, the zodiacal light, artificial satellites, the aurora, and noctilucent douds. A
bibliography follows, along with the addresses of places in Europe and the US that accept
meteor reports or can provide information.
As one who has often lain shivering under
a clear sky watching meteors flash (as recently as last December-the Geminids gave a
wonderful display), I found this book a very
good read. It offers excellent fundamentals,
it's full of useful information, its illustrations
are clear and uncluttered, and its language is
accessible. Bone's dedication-and knowledge-are such that he points out that it's as
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in the current
of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific.
Slides: A set of over 400 slides which include
aU aspects of astronomy as wen
the
"light curves" for the different variable
stars listed above is available from Francis
S.
Dept. of Physics, State University College,
NY 14222-1095. This
slide set is ideal for
use
because these graphics are in color on a
black background
Gould Alan, How Big Is The
Plane-

tarium Activities For Student Success (PASS)
(Volume 9), available from ....... '....... jI',
Technologies, Inc., 59 Walden St. Cambridge, MA 01240 (800) 537-8703. This
source contains directions for the assembly of various kinds of variable star profor use in your specific installation.
u

.•

important to watch and report on meteor
activity at non-shower times as it is when
the Perseids or Geminids are about to
for the information such lonely
yield about sporadic meteor activity.
But even if your level of dedication falls a
few notches below this, you'll find this a
handy book. When you need to talk meteors
with someone, as we inevitably do at some
time or other, this would be a good reference
vol ume to have on your shelf, and to recommend to those with a budding or serious
interest in watching them. Based on what
I've seen in this compact volume, I'm looking forward to Sky Publishing's Observer's
Guide series.

'*

publication
available in microform
from UMI.
Please send me information about the titles
I've listed below: ____________
Name _________________________
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company/lnstitution _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address ____________
City/State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone, ________ J ________________

U·M·I
A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll-free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll-free from Canada
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to you
of interest
Powerful Interactive Planetarium

an of you have had a successsummer and are
to tackle the school year with renewed
enthusiasm. If you attended the IPS '94
Conference you are
with innovative
to attempt. As this
season begins many of us are
on the
educational
of what we do. The
information may be of interest in
that respect.
..", .. ",,,',n,,>i+nrr

Private Universe," which demonstrates
theories our students have
which shows how

F.
sent. Just
in1:en~stiing

papers, two of
which deal with current educational developments, at the 1994 Middle Atlantic Planetarium
(MAPS) conference.
abstracts:
Mission Statements: Process and Practice
"Mission statements for a
gUild.a:!lce to the annual list of
Drafting one can also draw attention and
support that may
forestall cutbacks."
Benchmarks
- A
Planetarian's
"The most recent
product of the AAAS curriculum
caned Project 2061, is a
outline of student
for K12. Some of
major items
to
programrnmlg and astronomy education will be
described."
These papers will be
MAPS
However, you may also
write
to Alan for
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son.
This video nr()rnmrea

to the earth's axis), ask the "'f"",-''''lV''
"What location on earth will
overhead

indude "Where is sunrise?"
the sun setl"

Classic 11", RD#l PO Box 160,
PA 18428
(717) 685-7033.
Laura Lehtonen nl'"f>o;:pll11tE'<i
new GEMS (Great EXI).lor·ati()ns
Lalltornla, R....... IIT..,I"." CA 94720 USA) liThe
Moons of Jupiter" lesson for
4-9. "In
this unit the students become 'GaHleos' as
thl~Ough "' ..'u" ......... beautiful
observations
moons.
observe and record orbits of the moons over
time and learn
these observations
signal the birth of modern astronomy. In subsequent sessions, students model
moon phases of Earth's Luna and the moons
of Jupiter;
to learn how craters
are formed; take a grand tour of the Jupiter
system as viewed by the Voyager spalce<:rajtt;
and make scale models to better understand
size and distance. In the final session students work in teams to create, from an
assortment of common materials, a settlement on one of the moons of
Fascinating background information is also
provided." This is very similar to the PASS
Vol. 7 "Moons of The Solar System" (jointly
published by the Lawrence Hall of Science
and the New York Hall of Science).
Scott Beyer,
and Chief of
Operational Plans at Griffiss Air Force Base
(he is thinking of buying a Starlab to start a
bUSiness), shared some invaluable information about how stars are used in aviation. He
explained that celestial navigation is used
more or less for checking on "dead reckonusing some 53
stars. It was
fascinating to hear how many factors must
be taken into account. He later sent me some
written information to
my understandGary Burgess also provided me with a
map of the navigational stars. Laura Letonen
mentioned that another source of information about navigation is the MaylJune '94
(volume 7 number 5)
called
pulbH<:atilon is:
Teacher's Laboratory, Inc., PO Box 6480,
Brattleborg, VT 05302 USA. It looks like an
interesting publication, and a
is
$18 per year.
I demonstrated
For my part of the
some highlights of the new PASS Vol. 12
"Stonehenge". IIIn this program, students
learn what Stonehenge is and how it could
have been used by its builders as a gigantic
astronomical calendar. They also learn how
astronomer Gerald Hawkins discovered one
of Stonehenge's probable functions
actively formulating and testing their own
hypothesis in the planetarium. Along the
way they learn a lot about apparent solar
motion and the creation of the research field
of "archaeoastronomy." Classroom activities
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indude
a
Solar Motion
Demonstrator to represent the entire
of solar motion.
We also discussed such
use of
filter to enhance the Starlab "sun"
buillding a tubular
for mul tiuses (star brightness/te:mipelrature or to
illuminate an
for deaf students),
with fabric
holes in Starlab may be
auroras can be pr<)dl.lCed
laser
the top of a
bottle or you can shine a
slide
tor
an old swirl
bottle (or
Coke bottIe with
while it turns on a
very slow turntable tlJJranlgelcs
you can increase the side
reflected
if
or white paper is
beneath them and you can reduce reflected
by
black velvet material
beneath them, Undarae uses a 55 watt red
and/or studecorative bulb for
dent
and some
book caned The
source for Greek
Then we examined the new Starlab Chinese and African
and discussed how
lesson
with the Native
American and Greek evil in 41pr......
It would be wonderful to have this kind
of day of
on at locations
worldwide. Please contact me if you would
like to start your own PIPS user's group. It is
not difficult and the benefits are immeasurable. OUf next
is
for
Sel)temt:>er 9, 1994, 'nn-ccil"lu at the New York
Hall of Science.
rn'.1i'I'.n.IA('fU

Announcement from Jane Aibel
of ........".....uF,
"There were so many
educators whose involvement with Starlab
has been
it was difficult
select a winner. The committee (Dr.
Friedman, New York Han of Science, Ms.
Susan
OCM BOCES Planetarium
Director, and Dr.
of Science) selected Joyce ....... ·v......
Spe:ciaJUst, Valentine Hills Ele'm(~ntary
in Arden Hills, Minnesota to be the recipi1ent
of the 1994 Gerald Mallon Starlab Educator
of the Year Award
Joyce's involvement with portallJ!e
tarium education goes back to 1987, when
she was first introduced to Starlab. After
atten~Jmlil POPS in 1989, she has worked
eXlrens;iveiv with teachers in 15 neigilloolfrnig
pn~Sl(leJH

been trained

Educators are enC01lUi:lged
this award You may submit
als Of nominate somrone.......v·. . un... )<"""Sadler \ .....~ ......... 1"<

tion gathelred
and share
assistance.

your

Im,lgrrle the solitude.

L.,

contact time. Hundreds of teachers have
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-Paul

Pierce
Planetarium
Emerson

Dallas, Texas 75205 U.S.A.
523-1836 work
692-9662 home
214 522-4515 fax
Reflections IPS'94:
Mike Hutton (Astronaut Memorial
Planetarium &: Observatory) did it! He said
he would and he did! IPS'94 was a rewarding
week for us, and we thank you and your
staff, committees, and volunteers for making
it the success it was. To Steve Cooper, Bryan
Craven, Bas.wn Farroha, Davin Flateau, Mark
Heron, Joan Hutton, Karen Kick, Ed Lantz,
Ron Maddison, Lee PhillIps, Wade Richardson, Karen Sheppard, Mary Thrall, Bob Tuck,
Roger Wright, Del Fox, Linda Hare, John
Hare, Sharon Parker, Bill Gutsch, Jim Manning, Brevard Community College President
Maxwell King plus all the volunteers, translators, and names I did not mention.
We've come fun circle! In 1988 I remember
Lars Broman (Broman Planetarium) planning
on including a Russian cosmonaut at the
IPS'90 Conference in Sweden. Dr. Georgi
Grechko was not only present at that conference but joined attendees on the post conference trip to Finland! Now Dr. Grechko is
president of the new Russian Planetariums
Association (RPA) - one of three new affiliates admitted into the International Planetarium Society. Georgi says "We are eager to
start working and see the future of our
Association in the light of our cooperation
with colleagues from aU over the world."
Twenty Russian planetariums join IPS as
members of RP A! My personal thanks to
Michael V. Grouzdev (Scientific-Pedagogical
Centre) for updating my IPS Directory (oh,
Mark Petersen - how much am I bid??).
Michael has offered to be a center for processing any planetarium media that IPS
members can spare. His address is: Provincial
College - Planetarium, 20 Trefolev St., 150
000 Yagoslavi, Russia. Email: NPC@bitipku.yaroslavi.su. It is most urgent that IPS
members share slides, videos, scripts, eqUipment with our new members. The Russians
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face an enormous task of finding builJdiJngs
for their installations since many are housed
in churches which are being reclaimed by
their denominations because of the restructuring of their country.
The Council of German Planetariums
(CGP) also joined IPS as an afftliatel Dr. Hans
MeW (Zeiss-Planetarium Jena) says "CGP was
founded by 8 planetariums in 1987. Today all
10 large planetariums and 7 middle and small
planetariums are members of CGP - with two
new installations joining this fall." Thomas
Kraupe (Forum der Technik Planetarium
Munich) was the envy of all with his new
installation! Hopefully Germany will host
IPS in the future.
The Ukrainian Planetariums Association
was welcomed as an IPS affiliate at the
Council Meeting at IPS'94! With 17 institutions, Dr. Alexander P. Lenin (Kiev Planetarium) is their preSident, and Zina Sviderskiene
will be their representative from the
Planetarium in Vilnius to accept media
materials for UP A members at her address:
Planetarium, Ukmerges 12A, Vilnius 2005,
Lithuania. Fax: 370-2-353884. She requests:
placards, Video, film, slides on astronomy
and astronautics. Subscriptions to Sky and
Telescope and Astronomy are needed, and in
return she will share her slides of photos of
her own oil pain tings on space art. These
professional quality art slides were highly
praised at the Conference!

Conference.
do to make it so!
The Hubble

many thanks

Serrie - all musical composers - gave
tic concert at IPS'94! .... Dixie
quite Schools Planetarium) is build:Ln~
Iy home in the country she
designed .... Ken Perkins (St. Pe1:ersbuJr~
College)
(Mark Smith Planetarium) is runmirlg
umn Hints from Heloiseoff the
Sky News in Macon!....
Pelten,on.'s
Paso IS.D. Planetarium) wife is
rassed
the fact that he won 4 silver
Ln the Chester
Senior Games
400m, 1600m and the 3.25 miles!
year old, it was nice to be r~~ar(le<l
kid" says John! _.
(Oklahoma
Baptist University) and Michacl. Keas (O.B.U.)
are busily in the final
of construction
for their new nlane1carilUID
Lng into the plallleltartum
believe liberal arts students will find

Kudos:
To John Mosley (Griffith Observatory) for
his Service Award presented by IPS for his
seven years as an excellent Executive Editor
of The Planetarlarn Awards Committee Chair
Phyllis Pitluga (Adler Planetarium) eXI)ressed
our sentiments exactly - he is the best. Take
note, Jim Manning, of an idea of John's - an
IPS Committee for Surplus Planetarium
Material, especially now that the Russians
and the Ukrainians need anything we can
spare.
To Mark Petersen (Loch Ness Productions)
for updating and publishing our IPS 1994
Directory! And under such diverse conditions I

think most members had
receiving one in '94,

up

To Ken Wilson (Ethyl Universe Planetarium) and his committee for the pertinent
information in IPS publication: So You Want

to Build a Planetarium.
To Dr. William A. Gutsch for the President-Award presented at the conference in
Cocoa Beach because you did an extra
Conference. How lucky can you get. And

your hair always stayed in place!
To All the Vendors at !PS'94! Your participation was wonderful and made possible so
many of the extras that we enjoyed at the
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Community '-AOJ."""'''''''' PJ.anletaJriUlm},
(Forum der Technik Planetarium),
and Dale Smith
Green

.....",...,.i ... i ....... the Council's vote
.", That Susan
(B.O.C.ES, Plall1et'<lfium) and Lorna Waddell-Kremer Unliversttv
of New Mexico)
a
duet entitled
could be found on the
Cocoa before 6:00 each m()fI1lin.g!
Olivarez (Wichita
&: :>Clen4:e
Center) received nnlhH",'lh7
Florida Today on
9
his facilities in Wichita!._ The em~m~~ers
for
11 were divided into two distinguished groups: the
the pullers (module) teams. And how mtl~res,tto hear behind-the-scenes stories
the
on the """""ltP...'ti
with Rockets: Upj"lprt"irl!~(,
Kremlin was an excellent program.
grClLtulatimls to all who made it po:sSU:>le.
especially
the video pre~rltation
Oleg V. Simukhin (Moscow Planetarium)!
That Wendt Flliott
Planetarium)

has a brown belt in Aikido? .... The United

class

pn~se'ntauon

shc)wiinQ: their

urn audio visual systems
reports new programs
for
the
of Astronautics .... Martin
Ratcliffe
Buhl Jr. Planetarium) and
wife are
this month! Did you k.now
Martin can
the drums - like really well! ....
Serrie (Future Music) is interested in
an IPS
group. I've introduced
IPS so the rest of you
OUf condolences
to
(Westlake Schools
Planetarium) on the loss of her mother ....
The Sheik of Arabia was Irvin Bassett
Planetarium) at the
11 ..... ,"';","' ..... "' .." LelrerrlOnlV with his handkerchief over his head .... Kudos to Michael
(Museum of the Rockies) for the best
pn~sel[1t€~d at an IPS Conference a
outofa
(P-H-M Planetarium &:
Museum) has a wonderful questlOrmalire
Do You Know .... (Manned
want to send for _ Ken
Instrument Co.) was bes;ie~:ed
ference vendor's area
attendees wClltC.llm,g;
his
video
.... At the Aarhus
Planetarium a staff member called
is
doing an exceUent
of
small children
insecure in the
darkness.
is a
toy Hon! ....
Mark Petersen's (Loch Ness Productions)
mUSIC IS
air time on such nationwide programs as Echoes and Musical
Stars trea ms! Mark has been invited to perform his music in Munich,
this faU
and his music is on
(Music Choice) on a
man Em'oplean plCmetar'1mn
appear in the near future edited
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J' - - - - - ....

Museum &: Planetarium) reports on a very
Session with
successful Solar
over 500
With
from
the North
an
Vil"l'ATiinlY was offered and with
mostly sunny skies viewers were treated to
the whole spectrum of such an eventlWith
all three local news stations
live
and Richard's mid-Cllnnlw;ui1:y plh01:ograp,h
on the local newspapers front
page the next
the event was celestial! A
director for the Christa
McAuliffe Planetarium?? .... New Outreach
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Center in AJ.unogc)cd,o
Educator at
Victoria Wisnn:ras.

Art-As-Science tp!lltnll"iTlIIY
artists. liThe
focused on
teachers learn ways to use art to enhance
their science curriculum,
available materials." Over 73 parUCllpants from small or rural school districts
carne from all over the State! ....
Burtan (Science Place 2 Planetarium) reports
that the volunteers in the
are
known as
Planetarium
Association and the
Mountain
Planetarium Association will be me~eti,ng;
next month in San
at the Reuben H.
Theater and Science Center _ Did
unlmpH~x Science Museum in Oklahoma
sOInetmng; we did not? Their
museum excursion to London and Paris is
this month! This year the Museum had over
1,500 students
in the
student art contest in the state Visions
Universe. Instituted in 1985 to n ..",.,,7tr1<>
den ts with a hands-on
said "we want our audience to do more than
sit and watch - we want to nrr\,"rU>
in which
can
their in t:enJretaHans of the universe." .... Kudos to
RalnpJni Association Amici dei Planetari) for
and text of
in Brescia 199394! "" Past IPS i'resia{~t ,JOfltn
with the Grand Prairie Schools Planetarium)
was elected to the Grand Prairie LSD. School
Board last fall. John is now with the
Federation of Teachers. More to corne! Kudos
to Mark Petersen and
Collins
Petersen on their Email card last Christmas.

DC(lDOsed to celebrate a
for AMP AC, RMPA, and SWAP at ill Paso
fall of 1996 .... Frank
State) reports a new nh.~pnl~t/·U·V
Frank also has information on
tic solar system model that is worth
into..... Amen. Platt is ... ..,', .. lTi, .......
School Planetarium - Amera's life
("prt::lilniv chang;(;!d after the eX1Jerien<:e
the IPS'92 post conference
Rldbo (Cosmonova) has written the
manu:scri,pts for educational TV programs on
astronomy and th()foU2:I1Jv P1I"Iin"iu,rl
part in the pre)(1ucUc)ns

programs were the first educational programs in Sweden for ages 7 to 12! Marie has
also written the first school textbook
Book of Universe) on astronomy for ages 6 to
9! A very busy
Whitt (Fernbank
Science Center)
staff last 1<'0"''''''''""
er wClrK~iholp
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grace, as
to some of our other
members (I.e. Bill Gutsch). But then there is
Per Broman (Broman Planetarium) and his
tnTI-IO,VUIO" wife Eva.
can dance to any
any time. Remember all the
"'''n'''''' ......... we did around the
Pole in
Sweden tm the wee hours of the m()rnm~~{
Per and Eva were
lessons to P';ld"'lI'V'nnpi
Per
his fiddle and
many a
merry tune both in the conference haH and
on the beach at IPS'94! I wanted to can it a
folk
violin but Per says any time you
tunes it's a fiddle! .... Another fantastic IPS
is Linda
(Science Place 2
Planetarium) and Frank (Richland Cosmic
Theatre)!
and so
and
- which is what IPS is aU
about!
Hal Donovan (McDonnell Planetarium) left the Conference
to return to
a
his wife's side in St. Louis after
caB that she had broken her
roU erbl ad.... Ask Christine Brunello (Don H~W'MlrHJ_
ton
Center)
she has stars in
her
_" aint Hatchett (Science &
Theatre-Pensacola Junior
reports
that the school has gone on a
schedwe for the first time - "seven school shows
and four
shows per week while
schools are in session and up to 14
shows per week
school breaks." Frank
and Carol Palma and

ed

local nature center Kudos to Ml.:L(ll~lUlli
Planetarium at the
Ontario Museum
in Toronto on their 25th
(Tom
director)! .... Good luck to
G.
Hill (Rainwater nh..,"".· ...........
taTium) in Mlssis;siplpU
."'0'..........""1 Museum Planetarium) worked on
and survived two disasters and thus
now!
H· ...

to
P. Ott Planetarium) and Sheri
Barton Trbovich (Hansen Planetarium)
the
birth of handsome Ian Alexander
Barton Sohl! Ian was
a trooper as he
was in attendance at the IPS'94 Conference.
of us remember aU the many hours
put in on the IPS'92 ConSheri and
ference in Utah. _ Don Garland (Fort Worth
Science &
wife
and
son Ian announce a pretty new
their
Rachel was born last
.... Allan and Krls McCall (SuldeJl<mn
Planetarium)
announced
Rri,(Ti1tp<:.t New Star Kira Celeste
Lon~ral:Ulauon

their

are the new full-time staff. Between the two
of them
are prC)(1u,cifllg gra,(:)nlICSrmllSlc
shows in-house and have
two more
show kits into the program schedule. Recent
ac(~uisitj,on of an
animation
will allow the
and
m(:::I.Uamlg demonstrations for
music, drama and
u u u ..,ujt:; classes! .... That Pam
of Guam's
of
Arts and Sciences in
was able to
hold programs in the
three
after an 8.2
Besides
all the Sne~Cla!-eIIeCtS Dlroie~tors h,anging
disJiOdj~ed, the
instrument had turned in azimuth .... An
earthq[uaJ(e with 6.8
hit the Los
area and the
at
California State
was wen shook
up
to Dr. Adrian
The
u"uual<~1;; than

ALA.~'J
Iowa) is back in the
astronomy business and is
programs
in her local
schools with a limit.......

Vol.
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lend with
(Yaroslavl Planetarium): lIThe Russian con-
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Last July, Florida's Brevard Community College hosted the International Planetarium
Society. Pictured above are some of the nearly 500 planetarians from around the
world who gathered to exchange ideas and witness America's first Minolta Infinium
Planetarium. The result was nothing less than dazzling. For more information about
the Infinium and other model projectors, call your nearest Minolta representative today.
After all, at Minolta we know that once you have seen our sky, you too will believe.
In North America:
Minolta Corporation
Planetarium Division
101 Williams Drive
Ramsey, N.J. 07446, USA
Tel: (201) 934-5347
Fax (201) 818-0498

In Japan:
Minolta Planetarium Co., Ltd.
World Trade Center Bldg. 2-4-1
Hamamatsu-Cho
Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105, Japan
Tel: 03-3435-5511
Fax 03-3435-5520

Worldwide:
Minolta Company, Ltd.
Planetarium Operations
Esaka CTS Center
2-30 Toyotsu-Cho
Suita-Shi, Osaka 564, Japan
Tel: 06-386-2050
Fax 06-386-2027

ONLY
FROM
E
MIND
OF
MINOLTA

MI

ers, aU of one

I've just returned from a South
Eastern Planetarium Association
conference, held at the D~;covel~v
Place in
North CaroHna. Sue Griswold was the host.
One of the papers
was
by Jeff Guill, from the Gibbes
Planetarium in
South
Carolina. He gave a great talk
about a solar
program that he and his
had put together, and I asked him
to share the gist of it with aU of
you. So

The media has a great way of
sensationalizing sky events. For
example, they can convince the
public that
won't occur
again until we are aU old and
decrepi t. This of course is false and
planetarians
can soften
this sensationalism
on news programs and
the
truth. This allows us to get the

Vol.

This illustration and the

A local television affiliate zooms in on the eclipse excitement

The Idea
I decided not to let the May 94 solar
eclipse slip by in the usual manner. I knew
there had to be a way to get the word out to
teachers, early. So, last October I called a middle school principal, who was a friend of
mine, and told him that I wanted every student in our two county region to see the
solar eclipse. He said "great idea, call this
Assistant Science Superintendent and talk to
him." After calling this person I was slowly
and methodically passed on from one school
bureaucrat to another. Finally, I landed on
my feet at the office of Instruction and Technology at our local PBS station. They were
excited about the idea and suggested producing a broadcast that would go to every
school in the whole state of South Carolina

my job at the planetarium. After the script
was edited and finalized the production
began.
In the programs I worked with four chil-

dren. We buH t
boxes and set up telc~scc)P€~s.
We then took ~~"~ .. n·+'hli .... ..,.
outside and let the children
use them. I talked about
why the sun is da:m!lercIUS
to look at and how to effectively use the devices we
built. We burned lots
leaves to demonstrate the
power of sunlight.
The teachers' pr<Xiulcti.on
simply had an education
consultant sitting with me
and talking about ways to
make the eclipse interdisciplinary. She came up with
some great ways to tie the
eclipse into art,
language, and other areas. We
covered everything from
listening to space music to
acting out
watchers making noise to
scare the dragon away. This
by far was the highlight of
the whole production. We
even decorated our
hole boxes for an art project.
The programs were scheduled to air on
PBS and the ITFS satellite for schools in late
AprH and early May. To let teachers know
the broadcast times we produced a booklet

The Strategy
The educators at the PBS station decided
that two productions were appropriate. The
first was a 15 minute program for students. It
was designed to tell students about eclipses
and how to safely view them. The second
program was 30 minutes in length and
showed teachers safe ways to view the
eclipse. This program also gave them ideas
on how to use the edipse in all areas of curriculum.
I provided the information and resources
to the PBS educators and they wrote the
script. This freed me up to spend time doing
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Public viewing at the Gibbes Planetarium drew hundreds of interested eclipse watchers
including this future astronomer (or, possibly, welder~
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that contained the activities and had a listing
times. These booklets showed
teachers how to use
reflecThis gave teachers a hard
tors, and
copy of the information
would see in
the broadcast. Included in the booklets were other activities that teachers could use
to see sunspots
and ten the suns altitude. These were
included in case we were clouded
out for the eclipse. I didn't want aU
this effort to be wasted
a few
water droplets.

2. Broadcast prodw:el'S
tant items to
ate.
to be there for the final edits, I
couldn't due to time limitations in my
etarium.

I took our Starlab to a school in
Charleston, South Carolina and
when I walked into the library, guess
who was on television. The media
specialist was shocked to see me live
and on TV at the same time. This let
me know that media centers across
the state were
the broadcasts for teachers to view.
As the eclipse approached, the
planetarium was flooded with its
usual numerous
calls. This
time though, several were from
teachers and principals that had
heard about the
from the
broadcast. Most of them were stiH
scared to let the children out to see
the eclipse. They knew the techniques, but were worried that children playing in the schoolgrounds
would hurt their eyes between classes.
Even if aU the students did not get
to see the eclipse, at least schools had
enough time to think about it and
make decisions. Some schools had
enough time to send permission slips
home for parents to sign.
Some parents who knew their
children wouldn't be
the
eclipse (because of teacher reluctance) had their kids skip school that
day and brought them to our
watch at the planetarium. They told
me the broadcast is what let them
know about it, and
wanted to
make sure their kids witnessed it.
I have only talked to teachers in
our district and an of them have
expressed deep appreciation to the
planetarium for getting the word out
early.

Now that it is all over there are a few
things that I learned in
1. The State n..:.,n'!ll1..i-""""""..i-

the ........... Hh"'<T
my time to the
The end resul ts
aspects. The planet:arium

in every school in the state, and

many
when you have an idea. But the actual time
it takes to talk to 10
is
one hour total. It
takes some pat:iefllce.
4. The costs were minimal. PBS "'U·I',,,,,••"",,,rl
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were able to prepare
event. There are n ...... h<>hlu
have great ideas 1-h&~1r1I"l,~",h'TP<;:
ward to
those ideas in the

III

I

As I write this President's Message, IPS '94
has just come to a dose. It was the largest and
most international IPS Conference in
with 414 delegates from 24 countries in
attendance. I was delighted to see so many
members of our world family together.
Officially joining IPS as voting affiliates
were the Council of German Planetariums,
the Russian Planetariums Association and
the Ukrainian Planetariums Association. In
addition, for most sessions we had a fuB voting IPS Council with 18 representatives at
the Council table.

of Brevard Community
host for IPS '94 and for
the vision
and support which made such a great new
planetarium possible.
My thanks to Mike Hutton and his tireless staff for all their hard work in ...... ~Ir;_.~
IPS '94 such a huge success.
My thanks to aU the Council Members
for their patience, understanding and dedication to IPS through long Council and
General Business Meetings plus two
sessions of the Council.
My thanks to Undine Concannon, Marc
Moutin and Martin Ratcliffe for their care
and hard work at putting together three
excellent proposals for IPS 198. (As most of
you probably know, Undine and the
London Planetarium will be hosting us in
1998. I look forward to seeing you all there.)
thanks to Mr. Kikuoka and Mr.
Kawakami of the Osaka Science Museum
and an of our Japanese colleagues in attendance for a wonderful preview of the exotic
beauty, rich history and warm no:spilalny
which awaits us at IPS '96.
My thanks to my feHow
Manning and Sharon Parker for
to
organize such excellent paper sessions, workshops and panel discussions.
' ! . , H a • • ." ,

thanks to aU the "y""·n.rl,,... ...,,,
sors of IPS 194 for enricJt1irlI~
with their know.ledl1!e.

And my thanks to all of you
ed and contributed to IPS 194 urit·hnillt
presence the "mlarlke1:plclce
not have been
For those of you who
attend or those who did but
how get to every paper or w()rk~~h(lp
discussion you wished to, I am
that the
~4

I would like to say
you to aU of you who eX[lressed

you have slides or other
contact your repres1enlike to donate,
taUve for more information on
your area

vehicle for
Zuni co!~m,o!(I~Y Dr.
makes ex(:eUent
use of the wealth of visual
in the book to illustrate
types of rock art as well as their
in Zuni tradition.

rch

available from: The Danish Maritime Museum,

In this new col umn I propose to discuss matters
to
archaeoastronomyand ethnoastronomy. How other cultures look at
the sky is a common theme in planetarium shows, but it can be dIfficult to find authoritative information. My specialty is North
America, but I welcome contributions from other continents and
other cultures.
We begin with three useful references.

Signs
the Ancestors by M. Jane Young, University of New
Mexico Press, Albuquerque 1988. ISBN 0-8263-2039-7.
This book was written
Dr.
a folklorist and
at
the University of New MeXico, at the request of the Zuni people. The
study examines rock art images at Zuni in their own
and as a
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This
book was discussed
Franck Petterson
IPS conference in Salt Lake
and is the basis for the
Sun
" which
in the March 1993
Planetarian. The authors theorize that the
may have
cd to North America
solar compass. Educators will
diately see the value in
students attempt to ...""""nT,,,,t-·.. ,,,-tViking compasses of their own to understand how this would
worked This also
students learn valuable lessons
tions in the sun's apparent
at different latitudes and
The A1UrtonZY
University Press, New
In this handsomely bound ".... ,!..IUu.....
ture of the BatammaHba
Western Africa The ethereal

African Wc)rk~~h(Jlp
cylinder and are
for more ettlmclas1:rOJnOJrny inflomrlation
the II cradle of humanity," this is a must for

n; ..l".." .. ' ..
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Hill, North

Imagine being immersed within the vast
expanse of Jupiter's atmosphere-a windblown palette of belts and bands of douds
which swirl past the eyes like a massive,
inexorably marching swirl of multicolored
oceanic turbulence. Now imagine projecting
such a vivid and awesome simulated environment in such a way that it fills the dome
during your next planet show. It turns out
you can create such imagery in your theater
with a simple, easy-to-build effect. No longer
will your audience be limited to gazing at
the gas giant worlds from a vantage point of
thousands to millions of kilometers from
those planets. You can now transport them
to/into the doudtops of those worlds using
the "Jupiter Clouds" effect.

Actually,
while
Imagine being imme
Morehead's Chief Techexpanse of Jupiter's -:::I"f"J"V1I"'1C.II'l.In""I"_ _ ~ .AlIV,,,,,,,,,,,n.. I""
nician Steve Nichol has
dubbed this design
palette of belts and bands
"Jupiter Clouds" (bepast the eyes like a
cause he first built it for
the Jupiter sequence of
ing swirl of multicolored
New York Hayden's
Seven Wonders of the
the globe once a suitable OIoUI'''-''''''
Universe), you could easily use it to depict
attached to it.
the atmosphere of most any gas giant planet,
We fashioned the hub in our iteI'aUcm
real or imagined. An that's needed are a
the effect from a metallic
cheap 1- RPM AC gearhead
motor, some scraps of wood
and al umin urn, a Ii ttle paint, a
few odds and ends from the
local hardware store, and a little suitable space near the center of the dome. And the device requires only a smidgen
of time and mechanical
prowess to fabricate.
The basic layout of the
Jupiter Clouds effect is shown
in Figure 1 The main working
parts of the device are limited
to the motor, a dear light bulb
and socket, and a dear 15 cm(6 inch) diameter glass globe
for a ceiling-fan light fixture.
The motor and lamp socket
are each mounted about 10
cm (4 inches) above a plywood baseboard via cut sections of aludoor/drawer
knob. When
minum angle and bar in such a way that the
selection, we made sure that the thl~ea(jed
motor shaft and lamp socket face one anothscrew hole in the knob was a little
er. The distance between the motor and
socket are determined by the final length of

ture
Once

DUfctla!\lE'd.

Mask

t
1

cheap, soft metal coated with a imitation
brass finish. The
metal is often so

Mt~
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Figure 1
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angle with the removal of a
couple of machine screws,
this was easily accomplished.
:.a.t'foiil""

Figure 3

our setup of the mechanical components
was to fashion the.aluminum lamp-socket
support in such a way that the socket and
lamp could be easily withdrawn from the

globe when the lamp needed changing. By
creating the arrangement depicted in Figure
5, with the upright bar detachable from the

FigureS
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an

After assembling the
major mechanical components, we fashioned a
cutoff to keep the effect
from projecting below the
base of the dome. We did
this by fashioning a mask
or curtain to surround the
effect, which extends from
the outer edge of the baseboard and up the level of the
filament (Figure 1). Though we
made our light mask out of thin aluminum flashing (used in roofing anl0Hlcations), it could also be constructed
using cardboard or another type of
thin, pliable sheet materiaL It is
important to note here that we
made our light mask in two sections-one, removable and
Honed behind the lamp socket and
bracket (to facilitate lamp I'""n,..,n'l"",n·
and the other designed to be permanently attached around the rest of
the effect. We sized these two
in such a way as to make the removable piece overlap the rest of the
Ught mask at both adjacent edges.
The overlap prevented light leaks
from emanating from the effect during operation. In addition, we cut
and attached a semi-circular sheetaluminum light mask
behind
the lamp socket (but just inside the
removable perimeter mask to prevent white light from spilling out of the
globe opening and onto the dome. While
this creates a sizable semi-circular shadow

effect to poSition this area
behind the audience (a
particularly useful tactic
in a unidirectional theater) minimizes the visibility of the shadow.
Of course, we also
spray-painted the
assembled effect (minus
the lamp and glass globe)
flat black, both inside and
out. We simply masked
the electrical screw terminals and the inside of the
lamp socket before
ing to keep those areas
uncoated. Once dry, the
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cloud belts in the jovian
In
order to make the projected patterns more
interesting and realistic, we applied the paint
in a sort oflumpy, splotchy manner.
It's important to detail some specifics on
lamp selection. As this is a brute-force style
of effect, we chose a lamp with a clear glass
envelope. Since we needed it nice and bright,
we chose a standard 120-volt lamp, which
also Simplified wiring the effect to the control system, as no transformer was needed.
The wattage of lamp will depend upon the
size theater the effect is used in, though we
found that a 75-watt bulb works weB in our
20.7 meter (68-foot) dome. We also discovered that the most realistic images came
when we used a lamp with a single length of
filament stretched in a transverse fashion
across the lamp (Figure 7). With this lamp
positioned horizontally inside the globe, the
resulting orientation means that the filament is parallel with the painted belts-and
that accentuates the longitudinal character
and natural appearance of the si.mulated
cloud formations, as well as creating subtle
changes in the shapes of the clouds as they
move along. On the other hand, using a lamp
with a more "zig-zag" filament orientation
(Figure 8) creates an artificial-looking "herringbone" pattern within the douds.
To get the least distortion in the shape of
the cloud belts and most even illumination,
we placed the finished Jupiter Oouds effect
near the center of the theater. To minimize
any silhouette cast by the Zeiss instrument,
we actually mounted the device up on the
star machine itself, just outside one end of
the latitude axis. The effect is used only
when both north and south star balls are in a
"low-profile" orientation, or positioned even
with the latitude axis. The effect should
work very nicely in Digistar theaters, as
those machines would
no
blockage of the projected image.

you can measure the width of
radii
a metric ruler and

ed

8
and 512 users may have to get a little creative
with their use of the device, nPlrh;ln..: tru:otllgh
lowering the instrument out of the way of
an effect mounted near the base of the
machine.
In any event, the addition of the
Clouds effect (or-through variation-Saturn,
Neptune, etc.) can
up that
presentation in your theater. Not
projected imagery natural-looking and convincing as a gas giant atmosphere, but it's
also big and pretty to look at. And it's lowto boot.
tech, easy to build, and

(corFinally, just a few words of
rections/additions) to the June '94 installment of "Planetechnica"
with the
warpspeed effect. First, I no
mend the use of a white c;:nr';1V,·T1;1lnr

dimension than the
June "Planetechnica" article
trademark name silk-screened
of the
:seem to work
wen, but at about 25 percent of the
of the other lenses.

passed away unexpectedly of a stroke
on]uly 5, 1994.
Kaufman was a popuand a former
a uthor and
director (1970-74) of
Observatory in Los Angeles.
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The GSS-ReHos (GSX) features 25,000 stars reproducing a sky seen only from
without stray stars twinkling through the image. Computer-assisted functions
without replacing the lecturer. The list of special GOTO features goes on and on.
find out what your planetarium could be like.
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The GI014si offers
GOTO's exclusive automatic
mechanism. No more shows lost to
With the
console.
Planetarium.
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26003
(304)
fax (304)
CompuServe
IPS '94 has come and gone. The theme,
"Reflections," seemed appropriate, for it gave
all of us a chance to reflect on how we got to
meet so many wonderful people all around
the world that share the same common goals
and interests. I hope that those who attended
the Cocoa Beach Conference got as much
knowledge and enjoyment out of it as I did
We have three new IPS affiliates-the
Russian Planetariums Association, The
Ukrainian Planetariums Association, and the
Council of German Planetariums.
The deadline for artides to be induded in
the next issue of The Planetarian is Monday
October
1994. Please mark your calendars.

Planetariums (AMPAC)
The 1994 conference took place at the
Mazatl{m Nautical School, January 19-22.
Education, and maintenance of eqUipment
were the main topiCS. A special recommendation for Education Authorities will be
addressed that stresses the importance of
including a more in-depth curriculum on
astronomy in primary and secondary
schools.
AMP AC has invited all its members to participate in popularizing the various astronomical events taking place this year,
including annular and total solar eclipses,
comets, and the 25th anniversary of man's
landing on the moon.
AMPAC has decided to not meet again in
fuB until May 1995, at Pachuca, MoreHa, or
Cd. Vistoria (site has not yet been decided)
since a number of members will be away
attending the OlP meeting.
AMP AC has been actively collaborating
Vol.

No.3, September 1994

with Ormis Durval, Director of the Rio de
Janeiro Planetarium, Brazil, who will host
the Third Ibero-American Planetarium
Organization meeting scheduled for October
31-November 2, 1994. A post meeting excursion trip is planned to observe the total solar
eclipse on November 3rd in Iguazu, Brazil.
Many AMPAC planetariums will remember the May 10th annular
of the sun
for a long time. Luis E. Eno and Sergio
Gonzalez de la Mora offered telescope viewing and took photos of the partial phases as
viewed in Mexico City. Other planetariums
organized trips and had a better view of the
annularity. Exhibitions an over Mexico
regarding the edipse helped to inform the
public about how and why eclipses occur.
AMP AC congratulates Ing. Gabriel Munoz,
Director of the Morelia Planetarium, for having been elected President of IPDC.
A copy of the updated directory will be
sent to the IPS Directory editor Mark
Petersen, since only 16 planetariums were
listed on the IPS 1994 Directory, yet there are
24 affiliated member planetariums.

First of all, congratulations to Undine
Concannon, et. al. for being selected to host
the 1998 International Planetarium
Conference at the recent IPS
in
Cocoa, Florida Even though it is four years
away, it will be here before we know it.
The Armagh Planetarium hosted the BAP
annual meeting this past May. BAP members
were able to see some of the
work
on the 25-acre Astropark and were also taken
on a tour of the new museum which is currently a building site.
will be
installing a Digistar later in the year.
The Dundee Planetarium is ron,,.,,..h, ..... .,..,.,,,
their meteorite display with a new interactive program entitled liThe Death of the
Dinosaurs" which will run all summer.
The Nautical College Planetarium in
Glasgow received help from local government sources to fund a Science Trail, which
will also ind ude some renovations to the 50seat Zeiss planetarium. The
University Observatory has replaced their
old Goto E5 with a new model.
The Greenwich Planetarium continues to
operate a variety of half-hour school programs every morning and public lectures on
Saturdays during the summer. Harry Ford
reports an increase in the numbers of foreign
language groups wishing to hear the English
language "as she is spoke".
After 2 decades of excellent trouble-free
service, the Jodrell Bank Spitz
returns to its origins in the faB for a major
upgrade. It will be returned around the end
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of the year and should
Easter of 1995.
In
the Astrodome
Road Show has been created.

dean
hear them.

trips this year to familiarize

thd:>m"-Plv~

Construction of the new
Planetarium in Cardiff is well ...... ·~"'·...u.,.u
small sprlefllcal planet:aril11m
ered in sections. The interactive extlibits
cOIlst,mtJlv ulpdaited with
workslaot)s. will be

The 30th annual GLPA Conference
held October 26-29 at the Benedum

the first week in
time
note: hotel room cutoff date
...:K,;j.JlCU,IUI;:! 14, 1994.
will be released after that date and
be
The deadline for C011fel:'eflice

ence
have been afliani,ged
conference. The first is Dr. Darrel
Luther

President; Dr. Kenichi Kato, c;;.p'~rpt~r'U
urer;
Yoshimura, IVH~AU.Uo;.;A;:>A
Chairman; Masako Kitahara, Ctllatil)erscm
Education Committee;
Executive
Shoichi

..UiJ

ference, which was hosted
Children's Museum. 13 members nr'~<l:plnte:.rI
papers. The Education Committee hosted
workshop for
controls sytems.
The 1994 annual conference was
27-29 at the Fukuoka Science Han for Youth,
Kure, Fukuoka. The Education Committee
a
Takashi
Yamada, the former
director
Nagoya Science Museum, for "live
mance in the
theater."
On June 26 the JPS business me1etirlg
held at the
Hotel
before the annual conference.
were discussed. The Education Co,mlmittee

Councils submit their definitive active
Issues no. 3 to no. 5 of
of

bestowed the award

duty, send a letter of recommendation to:
Noreen Grice, Awards Committee
Charles
Museum of Science, Science
MA02114.

MAPS
elected members
Board of Directors.
Richard
President-elect, Se<:retarv
now
nominate MAPS mt::!mIJer

Vol.

be held at the Sudekum Planetarium in
Nashville, Tennessee. Dates and additional
information about these conferences will be
forthcoming.
Richard McColman of the Morehead
Planetarium in Chapel Hill, NC continues as
SEP A President until January I, 1995 at which
time Kris McCall of the Sudekum Planetarium assumes the
Newly elected
officers that assume positions January 1, 1995
are: Rick Greenawald, President-elect, Hooper
Planetarium, Greenville, SC; Duncan Teague,
Secretary/Treasurer, Craigmont Planetarium,
Memphis TN; John Hare, IPS Council
Representative, Bishop Planetarium, Bradenton, FL; and Richard McColman, Past
President. Terms of office are for two years.
Linda Hare continues as editor of SEPA's
quarterly journal, Southern Skies.

Hi~;hlamd

The annual SWAP Conference will be held
October 7-9, 1994 in Austin, Texas and will be
hosted by Dr. Mary
Hemenway. The
Institute for Science And Mathematics
Education, College of Natural Sciences,
to
University of Texas at Austin, is
sponsor Astronomy at U.T. Austin.
Astronomers from the University of Texas
Astronomy Department will be speaking on
radial
black
Spectroscopic
Survey Telescope, and an update on the
Hubble Telescope. Of course the usual paper
presentations from the membership will also
take place. Noted astronomer J.
Wheeler will be the banquet
Registration for the conference is $45.00. For
additional information, contact: Dr. Mary
Kay Hemenway, Astronomy Dept., University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 787121083. For registration, contact: Donna Pierce,

Status Re ort and
The Planetarium Development Group (PDG)-a committee of the
I.P.S.-has recently prepared a pamphlet entitled, "So You Want to
Build a Planetarium." This booklet is aimed at museum directors,
school superintendents, college presidents, etc.-anyone in an upper
management position who is contemplating the addition of a planetarium to their institution. It contains general advice for the conception and initiation of such a project. All current l.P.s. members will
soon receive a copy of "So You Want to Build a Planetarium" as a
membership benefit. Non-members may acquire the booklet at the
price of $40 US which includes a one year membership in IP.s.
The PDG now turns its attention to producing a longer, more indepth guidebook intended for the person actually charged with dayto-day oversight of building a new planetarium, or renovation of an
existing planetarium. The PDG has broken this longer gUidebook into
discrete sections. We are now looking for I.p.s. members willing to
volunteer to author these sections or to review them for completeness, accuracy, and objectivity. Several members attending the I.P.S.
'94 meeting in Cocoa, FL volunteered to write and review sections of
the guidebook. There are, however, a number of vacancies left
unfilled. We need volunteers to author the following sections:
1) Special Effects!Multi-Image/Video.
2) Sound Systems/Sound Studios
3) Laser Projection Systems
4) Safety and Security
5) Working With Architects, Contractors, and Consultants
6) Planetarium Environment (Le., HV AC, doors,light locks, sound
proofing, etc.)

r

Park Pla:netaritnn,

Welcome to the International

VI"'nIP1~"'lF_

The Ukraine

PI~n"'ir"'lF_

ium

iums Association was rel)reSel1ted
de]le~at€~s

at the recent IPS COlflfererlce

Cocoa Beach. There are cUlTe:nitly
tariums left in existence within
have asked for some sort
from IPS members to
Hshed and to become more
contact your

luntee

Areas (Le., dalrkroolms. offices,
etc.)
8) Kel10v'aturu! a Planetarium
9) Planetarium U{Jer<lti()nS (ie., :l>Ld.lHJIILK. prodluctioltl.
losophy, etc.)

7)

' ' ' ........ nrT
H u H ,... n ....,

We also need from one to three reviewers for the
plus the following:
A) Automation and Control en.. +-""..... "
B) Theater CoJflfb~ufjltic.n
C) Wide
D) Introduction
E) Appendlces
There are two main aualiities
and reviewers of these sections.
we'd like to
who have some
in the areas mentioned FUJrthcnltlQl'e,
assure as much
as possilJle.
not have conflicts of interest in the
of a company that manufactures star Dr()jec:tors
to write the
on
a star PfCljector.
teer authors, we have a list of
tions and extensive lists
like to volunteer,

Ken Wilson, Chairman
Planetarium Development
Science Museum
2500 West Broad st.
Richmond Virginia 23220
(804)-367-0457
(804)-367-9348 FAX

Email: kwilson@cabe1l.vcu.edu
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ANSWER: Thafs easy. Everybody asks about our theme song which
is the classic 'Arabesque #1' by Claude Debussy performed by
Tomita on the still available "Snowflakes Are DanCing- album (RCA)
QUESTION:

At what times and
HUSTLER'?

ANSWER: Most TV stations air 'STAR HUSTLER' just before
nightly sign-off. However, due to 'STAR HUSTLER's' enormous
popularity a number of stations find the show's 5-minute format
can fit anywhere during the broadcast day and air the show more
frequently. Local TV listings seldom include 5-minute shows, so irs
best to call the station for the broadcast schedule.
If I can' find 'STAR HUSTlER' on my hometown PBS
station, how can I see It where I live?
ANSWER: 'STAR HUSTLER' is provided free of charge by WPBT,
Miami to all PBS stations. If you can't find it, write or call your local
PBS station and ask if they will air it and remind them that it is.
available free of charge.

QUESTION:

QUESTION:

Is It necessary to get special permission to use
HUSltER' for astronomy dub meetings, teaching In the

on

mUU'mI-B\J'8

dasslocm, sdera rrusam a pIanetarim use?
ANSWER: No. In fact many astronomy dubs,
science

museLmS and planetariums have been taping 'STAR HUSTlER' off
the air and using it regularly as a way to reach their public.

Is there any way I can get 'STAR HUSTlER' other
than my locaJ PBS station?
ANSWER: Yes. A month's worth of 'STAR HUSTlER' episodes are
fed monthly to a satellite from which all PBS stations take it for
their local programming. ~ with a satellite dish is welcome to
the satellite feed. Again, no permission is required. For satellite
feed dates and times call Monday through Friday (Eastern time)
305-854-4242. Ask for Mrs. Harper or Mr. Dishong.

QUESTION:

QUESTION:

ANSWER: Any teacher anywhere around the world can obtain 'STAR
HUSTlER' episodes in advance through their NASA C.O.R.E.
Teachers' Resource Center. For details write:NASA C.O.R.E.;
Lorain County Joint Vocational School; 15181 Route 58 South;
Oberlin, OH. 44074.

accessible. ,.

On early evening local TV news that night,
the station that showed up at my p.l;:metaI'1um presented a segment of me showing the
poster I had made to a group of sixth graders,
and talking about what we WOULD have
seen, had it not been cloudy. (Slow news
day!)
Many planetarians produced information sheets about the upcoming annular
eclipse. At best, these newsletters were very
confusing to the public because they basically had two messages 1) IIAn eclipse is coming!
Don't miss it!" and 2) An eclipse is coming!
DON'T LOOK AT ITI"
In Virginia, an elementary school principal announced that there would be no afternoon recess on the playground because of
the "eclipse problem"! The ECLIPSE PROBLEM? We WANT to look up but we're in
trouble if we do and really in trouble if
something we planetarians say causes some
vision problems for someone else.
A student asked me if he would go blind
if he looked at the eclipse. I said: "Yes, unless
you use indirect means".
He said, IIThat's not true! I have looked at
the sun before and didn't go blind".
Hastings: "OK. But what if I said 'You
won't go blind if you look at the
for a
second or two'. Let's say
someone else about what I said You would probably remember that I said 'You won't go blind
if you look at the eclipse.' You won't remember the Ifor a second or two' part. Then you
become fascinated and look at the eclipse for
sun
a long time and an image of the
bums into your retina and creates a permanent blind spot. Who are you
to
blame? Me! Mrs. Hastings! No thank you.
DON'T LOOK AT THE ECLIPSE!"
Lee Ann Hennig, Planetarian from
ThomasJefferson High School in Alexandria,
Virginia, showed me a
which
appeared in the Washington Post newspaper
showing a school child looking up at the
eclipse through welder's glass. An
of a
partially eclipsed sun appears on the welder's
glass. Yep, you guessed it;
the
picture was a nasty letter from a reader who
wanted to know how anyone could allow a
child to look at the eclipse.
Occurring two weeks after the annular
eclipse, the partial lunar eclipse was beautifuL A distinct earth's shadow covered the
lower portion of the moon and reminded us
of the geometry of space. But it's too much
for the average person. It's too confusing to
have information about two kinds of
eclipses floating around at once. I heard the
fonowing more than once: "Mrs. Hastings,
I'm glad the eclipse is so late at night £10:30
P.M.- 12:30 A.M'] because people ,",aU'UC1ILJ!
II

Eclipsomania! Two_two_.two eclipses visible in North America in one month! One was
a partial or "total" annular, depending on
your location, which occurred on May 10,
1994 and the other a partial lunar eclipse two
weeks later. I love it! A planetarian's dream!
Sky stuff happening to talk about in your
planetarium!
Planetarians have fun with eclipses. They
do eclipse "showlets" along with their regular shows or create a special eclipse show.
Sometimes they organize eclipse "events",
like setting up eclipse viewing sites with telescopes. For the annular eclipse, North
American planetarians associated with
school systems had another bonus: it happened during the school day (11:30 AM. -1:30
P.M.) Sometimes an educational facility such
as a museum gets too greedy, like the one
which Duncan Teague, Planetarian at
Craigmont Planetarium in Memphis,
Tennessee, heard of [not his!1 which charged
money to look at the eclipse through a telescope!
For my part, I planned to set up telescopes and to supply boxes for indirect viewing of the partial annular eclipse that was
visible in Virginia. I made a big poster which
showed 1) a black disc (moon), moving across
a slightly larger yellow disc (sun), at various
stages of eclipse progression, 2) photos of past
annular eclipses, and 3) a simple explanation
of what was happening. I wanted the poster
to show enough so that I wouldn't have to
keep answering the IImost frequently asked
questions" about the eclipse, and could concen tra te on helping people view it
The day before the eclipse, I called three
local television stations and told them we
would be out in front of my school, viewing
the eclipse, the next day. The day of the
eclipse at my location, it was cloudy and it
was obvious that conditions would not
change for the eclipse. I thought, IIWell,
there's no reason the call the TV people;
they11 look out the Window, see the clouds,
and figure the viewing is canceled." Wrong!
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won't stay up that late and
their
at it!"

is
rI, ....
our
eclipse."
Guill of Gibbes Planetarium
bia, South ..........,vu••a.
licity for his
from
eclipse. He convinced the educational
sion station to "", .. ,... rt.,~~
broadcast Sh4:)wiinQ"
np',;:]p.·_PlI'..

ty·

planet:arium for
the Dome"
events! [See
Her in this issue for details of
activities.1
-t.C:HDses take a
much to see, anyway. Frank
cola Junior

her students outside to observe
She admonished them to use the nh,tcP..,'<7"'·""
boxes
had made. She waited
the students had
aimed their
boxes" at the sun. It
LA"""'j",'" it was cloudy.
to
students made the most of it, however.
put their
boxes in
danced around them to "make the
-Dave .....u ...... ", Planetarian from
Museum in
received a
"worried mother"
the
She was concerned about her child's
vision because she had heard that "1"'..,.1r';".. ....
at the sun would cause a hole to
burned
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ince 1983, the power of
DIGISTAR has thrilled
audiences in more than
two dozen locations around the
world. NOW, DIGISTAR II takes all
the capabilities of the original
DIGISTAR and propels it into
the future.
we've added new features
from sharper Images, and faster
processing, to an easy-to-use
graphical interface system. And
since its compatible, DIGISTAR II
can use the same special effects
and dazzling shows available
throllgh our DIGISTAR USERS
GROUP.
Buttnebestnews yetis
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